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ABSTRACT
Tactile displays have the potential to dramatically increase immersion and presence for users in
Virtual Reality (VR) applications. For consumer VR systems, there is a need to increase the
quality and fidelity of tactile feedback that is produced by light weight and low cost tactile
display. In this research, several arm-based tactile sleeve displays were developed to investigate
how certain characteristics of vibrotactile display design, such as spacing, resolution, amplitude,
and tactile rendering algorithm can affect the fidelity of a tactile display device and the
experiences of its users.
The design of the tactile sleeve displays used in this research is grid-based, consists of an array
of linear resonant actuator (LRA) motors. Linear resonant actuator is a type of voice-coil
actuator that relies on the resonance of mass and spring elements to produce vibrations along a
central linear axis. An elastic compression sleeve was used for attaching the LRA motors to the
upper arm of the users.
Several user studies were conducted to determine the interactions between displayed resolution,
amplitude, tactile rendering algorithm and their produced tactile fidelity. In the tactile resolution
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study, the extended Tactile Brush algorithm was used to produce ten single-finger tactile patterns
and whole-hand tactile patterns. Two displayed tactile resolutions (4-by-3 and 2-by-2) were
compared and the results indicated that the extended Tactile Brush algorithm produces accurate
whole-hand tactile patterns, while higher displayed tactile resolutions tend to produce more
acceptable tactile patterns than lower resolutions. In the real-time tactile rendering algorithm
study, the Syncopated Energy algorithm was developed, and the efficacy of this new algorithm
was evaluated by comparing its recognition accuracy and perceived continuity with a traditional
Grid Region algorithm. The Syncopated Energy algorithm was generally perceived to produce
more continuous tactile motions, and the Grid Region algorithm provided higher recognition
accuracy. In the interaction between amplitude and the rendering algorithms study, a highamplitude tactile sleeve display consisting of professional-grade C3-tactors was developed to
determine whether higher amplitudes always produce greater recognition accuracy and improved
continuity, whether rendering at very high amplitudes has any negative consequences. The
results of using the high-amplitude tactile sleeve display indicated that, even at intensive level of
amplitudes, recognition accuracy for both the Syncopated Energy algorithm and Grid Region of
algorithm improved significantly, however, the perceived continuity was decreased significantly
at intensive level of amplitudes.
Based on the results of this research, several design guidelines were proposed to form the best
practices for grid-based vibrotactile display designs in VR systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

In current virtual reality (VR) systems, the visual and audio displays were utilized to create the
perception of virtual objects that are not physically present. Most VR systems lack the sense of
touch, however, which is also an important perceptual function providing vital information about
the surrounding environment. Many researchers have attempted to incorporate touch in VR
systems through the use of tactile technologies, control algorithms, and percepts capable of
conveying complex information and symbolic communications to users. Depending what type of
touch is desired, it can be challenging to identify technology that is appropriate for simulating
realistic tactile sensation and providing real-time feedback to VR systems. Tactile displays that
are more realistic tend to require hardware that is heavy and expensive, and are often specialized
to provide specific tactile sensations. Users, however, would naturally prefer that tactile displays
for VR applications be simple, lightweight, and affordable, while allowing a variety of tactile
sensations to be simulated in real-time.
To that end, researchers have investigated the use of peripheral devices with multiple actuators,
such as grid-based tactile displays [1, 2], with the aim of increasing tactile fidelity through the
use of low-resolution vibrotactile actuator grids. Researchers have also studied how perceptual
illusions can provide more realistic tactile sensations with limited tactile display resolution.
Phantom sensations and apparent motions are two such types of tactile illusions that take
advantage of stimuli timing, intensity, and spatial configuration to produce a variety of tactile
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sensations with a limited number of vibration points. A phantom tactile sensation is the
perception of a nonexistent tactile stimulus between two real tactile stimuli [3]. This is also
known as the funneling illusion [4], and is created by placing two vibrotactile actuators in close
proximity to one another. Apparent tactile motion is the perception of a nonexistent moving
stimulus caused by a delay between onsets of multiple real tactile stimuli [5]. In the apparent
motion illusion, the real stimuli are not perceived; instead, only the nonexistent moving stimulus
is sensed, provided that the real tactile actuators are sufficiently close to one another and their
actuation times overlap [6].
The effectiveness of a tactile illusion depends on the properties of the real tactile stimuli. Two
significant properties that researchers have studied are the appropriate duration of stimulus
(DOS; how long the stimulus is displayed) and stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA; the time
interval between onsets of subsequent actuations) [5]. In addition to DOS and SOA, previous
studies have investigated the effects of varying the frequencies, amplitudes, and spacing of
vibrotactile actuators. Most studies of spacing, however, have only considered the distance
between two actuators for a single degree of freedom (DOF).
Another limitation of previous research in this field is that it has failed to implement algorithms
capable of providing high-fidelity continuous sensation and real-time feedback simultaneously.
Region-based algorithms [2, 7] offer low-latency real-time tactile feedback by simply rendering
tactile feedback to the actuator that represents the touched region, but cannot render high-fidelity
continuous motion sensation. On the other hand, the algorithms capable of producing highfidelity continuous sensation cannot be used in real-time VR systems. The Tactile Brush
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algorithm [8], for example, cannot be used to render real-time interactions because it requires a
complete input pattern to implement its four-step computing process.
1.2

Problem Statement

In order to provide realistic, high-fidelity tactile feedback for virtual objects in VR systems in
compliance with form factor, weight and cost constraints, it is necessary to determine how
various characteristics of tactile display affect the functioning of the tactile rendering algorithms
being used. Additionally, because of the real-time nature of VR systems, low-latency algorithms
must be developed for the rendering of high-fidelity tactile feedback.
1.2.1 Evaluation of Tactile Resolution
Most previous studies in this field investigated spacing between two or more vibrotactile
actuators for a single degree of freedom (DOF) [6, 9]. Few researchers have studied the average
area covered by a single actuator or displayed tactile resolution [10]. It should be noted that
“displayed tactile resolution” is different from “tactile resolution”; the latter term generally refers
to the smallest distance between two stimuli that still allows the user to perceive the stimuli as
different [11].
1.2.2 Development of Real-Time Algorithm for High-Fidelity Tactile Feedback
The tactile-rendering algorithms based on vibrotactile actuator grids that have been developed in
previous studies have focused on two separate categories of applications: real-time interactive
applications [1] and high-fidelity tactile feedback applications [8]. As mentioned above, regionbased algorithms can render real-time interactive feedback, but are unable to produce continuous
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motion sensation. Meanwhile, tactile-rendering algorithms that utilize apparent motion and
phantom sensations can provide smooth, high-fidelity tactile feedback with grid-based tactile
displays, but as all tactile motion parameters (such as start point, end point, and speed) must be
established beforehand for the algorithms to compute the parameters controlling apparent motion
and phantom sensations, the algorithms cannot be used in real-time applications. To render
continuous tactile motion in high fidelity in a real-time, interactive VR system, suitable
modifications must be made to the algorithms used in previous studies.
1.2.3 Comparison of Tactile Fidelity and Recognition Accuracy
As this research project is concerned with tactile display for real-time interactive VR systems,
the efficacy of various real-time tactile motion rendering algorithms must be evaluated through
user studies in which the accuracy of tactile motion recognition and perceptions of tactile fidelity
in different algorithms are compared. The tactile rendering algorithms for vibrotactile actuator
displays are controlled by various parameters such as vibration type, resolution, frequency, and
amplitude. To determine the optimal combination of algorithms and parameters for generating
high tactile fidelity and accurate recognition of tactile motions, the influence of different tactile
controlling parameters on tactile fidelity and recognition accuracy should be compared in
controlled comparisons and user studies.
1.3

Research Questions

In order to address the problems stated above, it is necessary to determine the tactile rendering
algorithms and control parameters that best facilitate the development of high-fidelity and realtime interactive tactile rendering algorithms for vibrotactile actuator grid displays. In light of this
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goal, four research questions are proposed to guide the development in this project of a tactile
feedback display for VR systems.
1. What are some of the significant effects of changing displayed fidelity on the efficacy of the
extended Tactile Brush algorithm?
To address the limitations of some prior studies that considered spacing between two or more
vibrotactile actuators for only a single degree of freedom [6, 9], this project evaluates the extent
to which the average area covered by each vibrotactile actuator affects tactile fidelity and
influences users’ preferences, accuracy ratings, and acceptability ratings in uses of the extended
Tactile Brush algorithm.
It is hypothesized that higher displayed tactile resolutions will produce more acceptable tactile
fidelity than lower resolutions in uses of the extended Tactile Brush algorithm for both wholehand and single-finger tactile patterns.
2. Which real-time rendering algorithm affords greater tactile fidelity?
The only real-time rendering algorithm that has been used in previous studies for vibrotactile
display is the region-based algorithm. To resolve the region-based algorithm’s shortcomings in
tactile fidelity, a syncopated energy algorithm is developed to increase the continuity of
generated tactile motion feedback.
It is hypothesized that the new Syncopated Energy algorithm would yield greater tactile fidelity
than the Grid Region algorithm.
3. Which rendered amplitude produces tactile gestures with greater tactile fidelity?
The tactile rendering algorithms for real-time application are controlled by various parameters
such as vibration type, resolution, frequency and amplitude. To find the optimal combination of
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algorithms and parameters for generating high fidelity tactile motion feedback, it is necessary to
determine how changes to the amplitude of vibrotactile actuators impact tactile fidelity.
It is hypothesized that higher amplitudes would afford significantly greater fidelity than lower
amplitudes.
4. Are there significant interaction effects between the real-time rendering algorithms and
their rendered amplitudes?
Given the way in which amplitudes change gradually in the Syncopated Energy algorithm and
the Energy algorithm (which was considered in a preliminary study), it is hypothesized that
higher amplitudes would improve the recognition accuracy of the Syncopated Energy algorithm
to a significantly greater extent than they will the recognition accuracy of the Grid Region
algorithm.
1.4

Approach

In the research presented in this dissertation, tactile fidelity for vibrotactile display has been
investigated through simulating social touch gesture patterns on a user’s upper arm. These social
touch gestures include single-finger and whole-hand touch gestures. In order to evaluate the
effects of different levels of tactile resolution and vibrotactile amplitude and various types of
tactile rendering algorithms, we designed several tactile sleeve displays (Figure 1) which can be
worn on the user’s upper arm to conduct a series of subjective user studies.
In our work, to evaluate the tactile resolution of vibrotactile display, we created a tactile sleeve
display consisting of a 4-by-3 grid of linear resonant actuators (LRAs). The device supported
two extreme levels of displayed tactile resolution: one low-tactile-fidelity configuration with one
actuation per 12 cm2, and one high-tactile-fidelity configuration with one actuation per 36 cm2.
6

To facilitate the evaluation of the level of displayed tactile resolution required to effectively
reproduce high-fidelity social touch gestures patterns, the Tactile Brush algorithm was extended
to support whole-hand touch gestures. The original Tactile Brush algorithm can only generate
single-point tactile sensation, limiting its use to simulations of single-finger touch gestures. The
users of this tactile sleeve display blindly compared the two levels of fidelity for each touch
gesture by watching a video of the real-world gesture and choosing which level of fidelity they
felt most closely corresponded with the depicted gesture. They then rated the accuracy and
acceptability of the tactile sensation.

Figure 1. A tactile sleeve with a grid of LRAs attached and worn on user’s upper arm
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A significant limitation of the extended Tactile Brush algorithm is that it cannot be used in realtime interactive VR applications. The Grid Region-based algorithms that have been employed in
previous studies, on the other hand, can produce tactile feedback in real-time but produce lowfidelity and discontinuous tactile motion feedback. The Syncopated Energy algorithm, which can
support both real-time and high-fidelity application, was developed for the purposes of this
study. To evaluate the Syncopated Energy algorithm, a user study was conducted in which users
rated the recognition accuracy and perceived continuity of the Syncopated Energy algorithm in
comparison with a traditional Grid Region algorithm. Ten single-finger and whole-hand tactile
touch gestures were used for the evaluation; the complexity of the gestures was greater than
those used in the previous study.
Based on the results of previous user studies, a follow-up study was conducted to determine how
interaction between amplitude and the rendering algorithms affected perceived continuity. A
high-amplitude tactile sleeve display with a 3-by-3 grid was developed consisting of
professional-grade C3-tactors. The Syncopated Energy algorithm and Grid Region algorithm
were evaluated at two extreme levels of rendering amplitude. Ten single-finger and whole-hand
tactile touch gestures, nine of which were also used in the previous study, were used in the user
study, and the area of contact rendered by the Syncopated Energy algorithm for whole-hand
touch gestures was improved relative to the previous study.
Table 1 below summarizes the various displayed resolutions, vibrotactile actuators, displayed
amplitudes, and algorithms used in the three studies presented in this dissertation.
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Table 1. A summary of the resolution, actuator, amplitude and algorithms used in the three
studies
Resolution Actuator
Amplitude
Algorithm
Tactile
Resolution Study

4-by-3
C10-100 LRA

1.4G@175Hz

Extended Tactile Brush

Two stacked

1.4G@175Hz

Grid Region

2-by-2

Real-Time
Tactile

3-by-3
C10-100 LRAs 1.74G@175Hz

Syncopated Energy

Interaction Study
1.74G@225Hz
Displayed
3-by-3

2.35G@225Hz

Grid Region

1.74G@250Hz

Syncopated Energy

C3-tactor

Amplitude Study

3.3G@250Hz

1.5

Contributions

This research project makes contributions in the following categories.
Tactile Sleeve Displays for VR System
1. A small form factor, light-weight, and low-cost tactile sleeve was developed capable of
rendering social touch gestures on a user’s upper arm.
2. A small form factor tactile sleeve with professional-grade LRA actuators was developed
capable of supporting other, more sophisticated uses.
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New Tactile Rendering Algorithms
1. The Tactile Brush algorithm was extended to support rendering whole-hand touch gestures
with the above-mentioned tactile sleeve displays.
2. Proposed an Energy algorithm that uses the energy model to generate smooth tactile motion
sensations between vibrotactile actuators.
3. A Syncopated Energy algorithm was developed capable of rendering continuous tactile
motion on low-resolution vibrotactile displays for real-time applications.
Effects of Real-Time Tactile Algorithms
1. This project has determined that the Grid Region algorithm provides greater recognition
accuracy than the syncopated energy algorithm.
2. This project has established that the Syncopated Energy algorithm provides greater
continuity than the grid region algorithm.
Interaction Effects Between the Rendering Algorithms and Display Characteristics
1. The project has demonstrated that higher displayed tactile resolutions produce more
acceptable tactile feedback than lower resolutions.
2. The project has determined that small actuators can be effectively used to display tactile
patterns on small body regions.
3. The project has provided evidence that higher amplitudes are better for tactile recognition
than lower amplitudes.
4. The project has established that moderately higher amplitudes can improve perceived
continuity for tactile motions, however, when at intensive level of amplitudes, the perceived
continuity was significantly decreased.
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1.6

Dissertation Roadmap

The dissertation’s structure is as follows: in Chapter 2, a review of the literature pertaining to the
various types of tactile displays and tactile rendering algorithms is conducted; Chapter 3
describes the components and characteristics of the tactile displays employed in the user studies
mentioned above; Chapter 4 presents the first study of the project, in which a tactile sleeve with a
4-by-3 grid was used to compare the effects of different displayed resolutions with the extended
Tactile Brush algorithm; Chapter 5 describes the second study, in which a tactile sleeve with a 3by-3 grid was used to evaluate the tactile fidelity of the Grid Region algorithm and Syncopated
Energy algorithm; in Chapter 6, the third study is presented, in which professional-grade highamplitude vibrotactile actuators were used to investigate how interaction between real-time
rendering algorithms and their rendered amplitudes affects perceived continuity; Chapter 7,
finally, summarizes the conclusions reached in the project and discusses the contributions the
project has made to the design of tactile displays for VR systems.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK

2.1

Overview

In this chapter, we review literature pertaining to the research of various aspects of tactile display
devices. First, we summarize the designs of tactile displays using non-grid-based and grid-based
technologies. We then discuss the duration and asynchronies, frequencies and amplitudes, and
spacing characteristics of vibrotactile stimuli, which are generated by vibration actuators.
Finally, we discuss the vibrotactile rendering algorithms employed in previous research to
produce tactile motion sensation.
2.2

Tactile Display

2.2.1 Non-Grid-based Tactile Display
Ion et al. [12] introduced a tactile display Skin Drag that physically drags a tactor over the
wearer’s skin to render 2D tactile strokes. The benefit of their approach is that it simultaneously
produces two types of stimuli: 1) it moves a tactile stimulus across skin location, and 2) it
stretches the user’s skin. Their approach combines the essential stimuli produced by vibrotactile
and skin stretch. They designed two prototype devices worn on the forearm of the user to
conduct their controlled experiment. One device was a 4-by-4 grid of vibrotactile display; the
other was a skin drag display of comparable dimensions. In their study, participants interpret
shapes drawn onto their skin by the two devices. The shapes include 12 directional, compound,
and curved single line strokes. The results of their study show that their approach produces a
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stronger tactile stimulus than vibrotactile display and allowed participants to recognize tactile
shapes significantly better than the vibrotactile display of comparable size. But the coverage area
of their skin drag device is very limited compared to regular vibrotactile display. Another
limitation of their design is that the speed of the stroke is slower than vibrotactile display, and the
type of tactile strokes was limited to single line strokes.
In other research, Vaucelle et al. designed several haptic systems to enable interventions between
therapists and patients with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and other mental health disorders
[13]. Touch Me is a flexible vibrotactile motor array enclosed in a felt wrap that Vaucelle et al.
designed to provide soothing touch simulation over a body part, such as the patient’s leg or chest.
It’s a system designed for the remote application of touch therapy. It consists of an array of
flexible vibrotactile actuators in a soft enclosure to apply touch simulation on large areas of the
body. The mapping of the location and intensity of vibrotactile sensation were controlled by a
remote controller operated by a caregiver. The controller is a music keyboard where each key
corresponds to a band of vibrotactile actuators in the Touch Me device. The Squeeze Me system
is a vest designed to simulate therapeutic holding, in which the arms are wrapped and held
around the shoulders, chest, and back by a caregiver. Pneumatic chambers around the shoulders,
chest, and back of the vest could be temporarily inflated by an air compressor to provide
distributed pressure over the subject. A digital control system administers the ‘hug’, and a
physical safety system prevents over-inflation or over-compression through valves and fasteners.
The researchers also designed the Hurt Me system, a wearable haptic device that generates
controlled pain as a form of sensory grounding for persons with tendencies towards self-harm.
The device is designed with built-in safety limits, controlled by a computerized pneumatic
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bracelet. When inflated, a pressure bladder studded with plastic teeth generates a sensation akin
to being bitten on the arm. The Cool Me Down system, a flexible electronic cold wrap containing
electronic heat pumps causes a sudden temperature change on the skin to ground the senses. The
hot and cold sides of the heat pumps are insulated by a neoprene substrate; the device resembles
a small bandage. Peltier junctions glued to aluminum plaques generate temperature difference
from one side to the other up to 15ºC. It is controlled by a momentary push-button switch and is
limited so as to not burn or freeze the skin. These devices have yet to be evaluated in formal
social intervention studies.
2.2.2 Grid-based Tactile Displays
One of the earliest grid-based tactile displays was the Tactile-Vision Substitution System (TVSS)
developed by Collins [14]. TVSS was designed to permit blind users to sense the position, size,
shape, and orientation of visible objects and to track moving targets. The system could turn
camera-captured images into tactile pattern that displayed by a tactile display. The tactile
displays consist of 400 tactile stimulators in the form of a 20-by-20 grid of vibrating pins that
can be simultaneously activated to display a two-dimensional silhouette or outline of a visible
object. In their study, they found that the blind successfully recognized environmental objects
and faces, perceive three-dimensional movements, and could read block letter words at up to 50
letters per minute.
Loomis [15] evaluated users’ ability to recognize characters with the TVSS. Four modes of
stimulus presented were employed to display block capital letters: 1) Full Field, Stationary
Letter, 2) Full Field, Moving Letter, 3) Moving Slit, Stationary Letter, and 4) Stationary Slit,
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Moving Letter. The average recognition accuracy for the four modes were 34%, 41%, 47%, and
51%, respectively.
Later, Saida et al. [16] developed a 10-by-10 small-sized TVSS display system and introduced a
method of temporally sequential pattern of vibrotactile stimuli by activating stimuli one after
another, tracing the same order of strokes as actually writing a letter. They called this method
Tracing Mode, and it showed that significant improvement could be achieved in accuracy of
letter recognition tasks. The Tracing Mode obtained more than 95% accuracy in letter reading
among the 46 letters of katakana (a set of Japanese phonetic characters), while the Static or the
Moving Letter Mode yielded less than 50% of accuracy. Therefore, the Tracing Mode is a more
effective method to communicate complicated letters than the previous method for the TVSS. By
using tactor motors, Yanagida et al. [1] were able to achieve 87% character-recognition accuracy
with only a 3-by-3 grid display.
Some researchers have used grid-based tactile displays to investigate a sensory illusion, similar
to apparent motion called Sensory Saltation. To induce Sensory Saltation, three brief pulses are
displayed at the closest actuator, followed by three more at the middle actuator, and finally three
more at the farthest actuator. These successive localized actuations are commonly observed as an
evenly distributed set of actuations from the closest actuator to the farthest. But unlike the
smooth sensation of apparent motion, the Sensory Saltation phenomenon is characteristically
discrete, as if a tiny rabbit was hopping from the closet actuator to the farthest [17]. Tan et al.
created their Rabbit display by employing this phenomenon to stimulate the back of a user. The
Rabbit display consists of a 3-by-3 grid of vibrotactile actuators with an even inter-stimulator
distribution of roughly 80mm. The device was mounted on the back of a seat. The actuators are
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based on flat magnetic speakers and modified to lower resonant frequency to increase the gain.
The frequency of the stimulation is between 200-250Hz, as humans are most sensitive to
stimulation frequency at this range. Through their informal one-dimensional and twodimensional test, the reports from users were consistent with the classical definition of the
Sensory Saltation phenomenon.
In later research conducted by Tan et al. [18], they used the same device with actuators at a
frequency of 290Hz. Their user study included sixteen directional saltatory signals: east, west,
south, north, southeast, southwest, northeast, and northwest, each direction having two modes:
center column and three column modes. They found users could recognize eight distinct center
column mode stimuli with accuracies from 79% to 91%. Though, users could recognize eight
distinct three column mode stimuli with accuracies from 51% to 87%.
Schönauer et al. [19] have also investigated Sensory Saltation with a 3-by-4 vibrotactile display
for automatically providing dynamic feedback for a motion guidance application. They
developed a motion guidance system to enable feedback for position, direction, and continuous
velocities. The motion capture systems were used to track the user’s pose so appropriate
feedback could be produced according to limb and body position and orientation. The
automatically generated feedback was based on current user motion and the prediction of user
movement. This information can be merged with interactive manual control from a director for
guidance. They used two vibrotactile actuators to indicate rotation around one axis by activating
an actuator on one side to simulate a push or pull of the limb in a specific direction. This enabled
the vibrotactile actuator module to guide a user’s limb into a predefined, or interactively
specified, posture with two actuators per degree of freedom. With a module of 3-by-4
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vibrotactile actuators, translational forearm direction guidance could be simulated through
sequentially triggered actuators in seven different directions. They used the vibrotactile actuators
from audioacoustics engineering, a custom control board driving the actuators at 250Hz, which is
recommended for human skin perception by previous research. They used pulsed vibrations
instead of continuous vibrations, as pulsed vibration is better for users to perceive.
2.3

Characteristics of Tactile Stimuli

2.3.1 Durations and Asynchronies of Tactile Stimuli
Prior researchers have investigated the temporal aspects of tactile stimuli, including the duration
of individual stimuli, the interval between the onsets of stimuli, and the synchronization of tactile
and non-tactile stimuli.
The duration of stimuli (DOS), how long the stimulus is displayed, and the stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA), intervals between the onsets of consecutive stimuli, have been found to be
the most important rendering parameters for producing the sensation of apparent tactile motion
[20]. Early research by Sherrick and Rogers [5] indicated that acceptable intervals between the
onset of stimuli varied with the duration of the stimuli. If intervals were much shorter than the
duration, users would perceive the stimuli to be simultaneous. If intervals were approximately
equal to the duration, users would perceive the stimuli to be in succession, as opposed to
perceiving motion between them. Kirman [21] and Israr and Poupyrev [6] have similarly found
that the optimal interval for apparent tactile motion is dependent upon the duration of the stimuli.
The duration and interval between stimuli have also been shown to affect recognition of tactile
patterns. Shimizu [22] found that increasing the duration of stimuli improved recognition of
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characters rendered via a tactile display. While he did not find an effect of interval on
recognition accuracy, Shimizu did find that increasing the interval afforded faster responses for
the task. In a similar study focused on recognizing single-axis directions, Niwa et al. [9] found
that increasing the duration and intervals between the onset of stimuli improved recognition.
Another temporal aspect of tactile stimuli that have been investigated is synchronization effects
with non-tactile stimuli. Kokkinara and Slater [23] found synchronous visuotactile stimulations
allowed body ownership illusions (i.e., perception of owning and controlling a virtual body),
while asynchronous visuotactile stimulations broke the illusion. Bekrater-Bodmann et al. [24]
conducted a similar study on the effects of visuotactile synchronicity on body ownership of a
virtual limb. They found that asynchronies of ±300ms did not significantly diminish the illusion,
while asynchronies of ±600ms did.
2.3.2 Frequencies and Amplitudes of Tactile Stimuli
There are many types of tactile stimuli: vibrotactile, mechanical displacement, electrocutaneous,
eletrovibration, surface friction, thermoelectric, and pressurized air [25]. However, vibrotactile
stimuli are perhaps the most common considering mobile phones and tablets. Two key aspects of
vibrotactile stimuli are the frequency and amplitude of the vibrations generated. Both are known
to directly affect the perceived intensity of vibrations [26].
Researchers have found mixed effects due to changing the frequency of vibrotactile stimuli. Over
a series of studies, Cholewiak and Collins [27] found minimal to no effect of varying frequency
between 100Hz and 250Hz on localizing tactile stimuli. Similarly, Israr and Poupyrev [6] found
that changing frequency between 200Hz and 270Hz had no significant effect on the acceptable
interval of onset to perceive tactile motion. However, in another study, Israr and Poupyrev [8]
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found that a larger range of frequency, 150Hz to 270Hz, significantly affected onset thresholds,
and recommended using lower frequency vibrations to generate apparent tactile motions. Hwang
et al. [28] have also found frequency to have a significant effect on the perceived intensity of
vibrotactile stimuli in a mobile device. For other types of tactile stimuli, frequency has also been
found to significantly affect the recognition of characters [29] and heights [30] by subjects.
Researchers have also found the amplitude of vibrotactile stimuli to effect perception. In
particular, for perceiving the apparent tactile motion illusion, Seo and Choi [31] found that the
perceived intensity of a motion was much more consistent when the amplitudes of two
neighboring vibration motors that were logarithmically scaled instead of linearly scaled. Israr
and Poupyrev [8] similarly used a logarithmic energy summation model to control the amplitude
of vibrotactile stimuli in their Tactile Brush algorithm. However, in another study [6], they did
not find a significant effect of amplitude on the acceptable intervals of onsets to perceive tactile
motion.
Outside of affecting apparent tactile motion, amplitude has been shown to affect other
perceptions. Toda et al. [32] found that changing the amplitude of vibrotactile stimuli relative to
the angle of interaction yielded the best ratings for using a virtual knife device. Hwang et al. [28]
found that increasing amplitude significantly increases the perceived intensity of the vibrotactile
stimuli. Similarly, increasing amplitude has been shown to improve localization for mechanicaldisplacement tactile stimuli [29].
2.3.3 Spacing of Tactile Stimuli
Researchers have also investigated the spatial aspects of tactile stimuli, including the spacing
between stimuli and where on the body stimuli are placed.
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Greater spacing between stimuli has been shown to improve users’ ability to localize where a
tactile stimulus is being felt. In an early research study, Rogers [29] provided evidence that
tactile stimuli spaced 2mm apart were significantly more difficult to distinguish than stimuli
spaced 6mm apart. Cholewiak and Collins [27] found similar results in another localization
study. They found that a spacing of 50.8mm afforded significantly better localization accuracy
than a smaller spacing of 25.4mm.
Spacing between tactile stimuli has also been shown to affect the perception of apparent tactile
motion. Cha et al. [26] found that users were unable to distinguish apparent motion at 20mm
spacing. Users could perceive motion at 40mm and 60mm. However, at 80mm and 100mm,
users felt that the perceived motion was becoming faint. Niwa et al. [9] found that users were
more accurate at recognizing single-axis directions with smaller spacing (e.g., four or five tactors
spaced evenly around the arm) than with a larger spacing (e.g., three evenly spaced tactors).
Similarly, Tang et al. [33] found that users preferred touch gestures rendered at a tactile
resolution of one actuation per 36cm2 over a lower resolution of one actuation per 12cm2.
The placement of tactile stimuli on the body has also been shown to affect perception. Research
by Craig and Lyle [34] indicates that the highest acuity for spatial tactile stimuli exists at body
sites that are highly innervated and have dense spacing among receptors. This is not surprising
given the early work of Penfield and Rasmussen [35], which yielded the somatosensory
homunculus and indicated some areas of the skin correlate to disproportionately large areas
within the brain. As a result of these differences in body sites, Israr and Poupyrev [6] found that
spacing between stimuli was a significant factor on the forearm, but not on the user’s back. Even
more interestingly, Cholewiak and Collins [27] found that users were more accurate at localizing
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stimuli at the elbow and wrist than stimuli presented between the two sites. However, they also
demonstrated that artificial perceptual anchors (e.g., a high-frequency stimulus among an array
of low-frequency stimuli) could be used to improve localization at ambiguous sites (e.g., middle
of the elbow and wrist).
2.4

Vibrotactile Rendering Algorithms

2.4.1 Grid Region Based Algorithms
The most simple and intuitive way to render tactile motions for grid-based vibrotactile displays is
using grid region based algorithms. Yanagida et al. [1] developed a 3-by-3 vibrotactile display
and chose a well-studied task for their study, tactile letter reading, to verify the efficacy of their
vibrotactile display. They used the TactaBoard system, which could support the independent
control of 16 outputs on a single controller board through a serial port connected to a personal
computer for administrating their vibrotactile display system. The vibrotactile actuators of their
display were affixed to the back of an office chair, with spacing of 60mm between the centers of
each pair of neighboring actuators. The center column of actuators was ensured to touch the
user’s back along the spine. The actuators they used were DC motors with an eccentric mass
(ERM). The motors operate at 0.8-1.6V, 20mA. The standard speed of rotation is 5,000RPM at
1.3V, and the vibration amplitude is 1.0G. The diameter of the disk-shaped motors is 18mm. The
thickness is 3mm. Due to the additional mechanical load on the chair attached to the motors, the
average vibration frequency of attached motors was 69Hz, and for free motors the frequency was
85Hz. As the resolution of the 3-by-3 actuator grid is not sufficient to represent all the
alphanumeric characters by vibrating the actuators simultaneously to compose the dot matrix
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pattern for each letter, they used a Tracing Mode to draw the sequence of the letter. The
rendering algorithm used the characteristic strokes composing the letter instead of exactly
decomposing the hand-written pen trajectory into positions of the stimulation points. The
interface program they made could map hand-written pen stroke into a sequence of actuation
points. Their algorithm only extracted the order of position and stroke continuity information for
the generated sequence of actuation points for each letter. They discarded the duration of each
actuation point information to avoid variation in pen speed when handwriting each letter. This
procedure ensures a uniform sequence of stimuli. The grid partitioning system their algorithm
used to map hand-written pen trajectory to actuation points is not a simple grid. The center cell is
larger and in octagonal in shape. This partitioning manner ensures the diagonal strokes only
cross the three diagonal cells. As the device uses ERM, which has a very high response time, the
200ms of duration for one point of actuation didn’t result in good preliminary observation. The
author decided to use a duration of 500ms for each actuation point, as well as for stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA). By conducting a user study with 10 subjects, the results showed that the total
ratio of correct letter recognition was 87%. The values were 87.6% for numeric characters,
86.7% for alphabet characters, and 86% for alphanumeric, or mixed characters.
For another research, the Tactile Sleeve for Social Touch (TaSST), Huisman et al. [2] used a
simpler grid region algorithm, in which the compressions detected by each lycra pad of the
sleeve’s input grid were directly rendered to the corresponding region and vibration motor. All
the grid regions for this study were in regular square shape. The TaSST was designed to
communicate different types of touch for two people over a distance. The system consists of two
sleeves worn on the forearm of the user. Each sleeve composed of an input layer and an output
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layer and connected to an Arduino Mega microcontroller. The input layer is a 4-by-3 grid of
40mm square pad filled with conductive wool. When pressed, the resistance of the conductive
wool changes. The detecting changes in force are around 0.4N. The output layer is a 4-by-3 grid
of disk-shaped ERM. The ERMs are 12mm in diameter and 2.7mm in thickness. The rotation
speed (frequency) and vibration amplitude of each motor is controlled by the amount of force
applied to the input conductive wool sensor pad. The more force on the input pad results in a
stronger vibration amplitude. The total size of the sleeve is 160mm by 120mm by 30mm. The
author conducted a user study to find whether certain vibrotactile patterns would be perceived
according to specific touches to the input layer of the TaSST. The tactile pattern they recorded
include simple (e.g., poking and hitting), protracted (e.g., pressing and squeezing), and dynamic
(e.g., rubbing and stroking) touches on the input layer. The results from the user study show that
dynamic touches received through the output layer were more difficult for users to imitate on
input layers than simple or protracted touches. While both grid region algorithms from [1] and
[2] allow for real-time rendering of vibrotactile stimuli, neither affords continuous and smooth
tactile motion.
2.4.2 Phantom Tactile Sensation and Apparent Tactile Motion Based Algorithms
In order to generate high-resolution vibrotactile stimuli by using low-resolution actuators grid,
the Phantom Tactile Sensation was frequently employed by researchers. A Phantom Tactile
Sensation is the perception of a nonexistent tactile stimulus between several real tactile stimuli.
The position and amplitude of the stimuli were controlled by specific algorithms to precisely
control the phantom stimuli.
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Israr et al. [8] introduced an Energy Model, placing virtual actuator in the desired location and
with the desired intensity. They followed the energy summation model in the Pacinian channels,
so the intensity of a phantom actuator Av could be calculated using equation Av2 = A12 + A22,
where A1 and A2 are intensities of two adjacent physical actuators. The changes in the intensity of
physical actuators not only change the intensity but could also change the location of the
phantom actuator. They controlled the location by control intensities of physical actuators using
a single control variable α: A1 = α, A2 = K* α, where a constant k defines the location of the
virtual actuator.
While Israr’s Energy Model to generate phantom stimuli could be applied to two adjacent real
physical actuators, some researchers proposed approaches that could be applied to multiple
actuators. Lipari and Borst [36] introduced a nonlinear 2D rendering approach for generating
phantom sensation. They studied a combination of intensities from multiple actuators to guide
virtual actuator rendering approaches. In their experiment, subjects put their one arm on a 2-by-2
grid of actuators and the other arm on a single reference actuator. The subjects could then match
the perceived amplitude of multi-actuator vibration to a single reference actuator. The multiactuator vibrations corresponded to overall perceived positions halfway between actuator pairs
and in the center of the actuator grid. So, the results could be used to form a nonlinear 2D
phantom tactile stimuli rendering method. In other research [37] Jaeyoung et al. proposed a
rendering algorithm for controlling the moving tactile stroke on the palm of the hand placed on a
sparse 2D actuator grid. They extend the Tactile Brush algorithm [8] by applying 3-actuator
phantom sensations and adjusting the sampling rate. The three actuators formed a triangle out of
a rectangular grid. Their algorithm could be used to produce non-linear arbitrary 2D trajectories.
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Their study shows that the tactile strokes produced by their algorithm move significantly closer
to target motions and with more uniform velocity than the Tactile Brush algorithm.
Researchers have also investigated methods that could be used to improve the quality of phantom
tactile sensation. Niijima et al. [38] conducted a study on the control of a phantom sensation by
visual stimuli. They made a primitive visual-tactile display which employed LED tapes for visual
stimuli and vibration motors for tactile stimuli. Their study found that the visual stimuli not only
could let the user feel a phantom sensation more clearly and shift the phantom sensation toward
the visual stimuli, but also cloud influence and control the occurrence of a phantom sensation.
Apparent motion phenomenon is usually employed to generate smooth motion between two
adjacent actuators. The two most important parameters for controlling apparent motion are
durations of stimulus (DOS) and stimulus onset asynchronies (SOA). Niwa et al. [9] used an
array of actuators on the upper arm for recognizing linear and circular apparent motion using
vibrotactile cues. They found that increasing DOS and SOA improved direction recognition, and
recognition accuracies were around 95% when a time interval greater than 400ms was used. Israr
and Poupyrev have also investigated the effects of SOA on apparent haptic motion, but for the
dorsal forearm and the back [6]. In their first experiment, they found that the range of SOA
varied with duration and body site, but not with frequency and intensity of stimulation. In their
second experiment, they found that SOA for the forearm was influenced by both directions of
motion and spacing of actuators, while the SOA for the back was only affected by the direction
of motion. In their third experiment, the researchers found that a small range of SOA could be
used to create a two-dimensional apparent motion, like an S-shaped curve. In other research,
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Israr and Poupyrev produced smoother tactile curves by varying the frequency, amplitude,
velocity, and direction of two-dimensional apparent motions [8].
The Tactile Brush algorithm, developed by Israr and Poupyrev [8], combined the phantom
sensation and apparent motion algorithm, providing smooth two-dimensional apparent tactile
motions. The Tactile Brush algorithm uses a four-step process to produce the apparent tactile
motions. First, phantom actuators are computed along the grid-lines based on the trajectory of the
touch input. Second, the timestamps for each actuator, physical or phantom, are calculated based
on the speed of the input stroke. Third, the durations and intervals for onsets are calculated to
produce apparent tactile motion. Finally, the logarithmic energy summation model is used to set
the amplitude of each physical actuator for simulating the phantom actuators. For the study of the
Tactile Brush algorithm, the authors used a 4-by-3 equally-spaced rectangular grid of C2-tactors.
The spacing between each actuator was 63mm. The actuators were placed in a finely cut sheet of
foam padding and glued to the back of a chair. A brief usability evaluation was conducted with
12 participants. The results demonstrated that tactile strokes produced by the Tactile Brush
algorithm were perceived as single continuous strokes by most participants. The limitations of
this version of the Tactile Brush algorithm are several. First, it can only draw straight lines;
second, the start point and end point of a tactile stroke must be on the grid line between two
adjacent actuators; and third, the Tactile Brush algorithm cannot be used to render real-time
sensations, as the touch input must be complete before the steps are computed.
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CHAPTER 3
GRID-BASED TACTILE DISPLAYS

3.1

Our Tactile Displays

To determine the algorithms and control parameters that best render tactile motion feedback for
vibrotactile displays, several arm-based tactile sleeve displays (Figure 2) were developed, each
consisting of a grid of linear resonant actuators (LRAs sewn onto an elastic McDavid
compression arm sleeve., an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller, and a tactile driver shield
using FAH4830 haptic driver chips, and an elastic compression sleeve.

Figure 2. (Left) 4-by-3 low-amplitude tactile sleeve display, (middle) 3-by-3 medium-amplitude
tactile sleeve display, (right) 3-by-3 high-amplitude tactile sleeve display
For the first user study, which concerned tactile resolution, a tactile sleeve with a 4-by-3 grid
(Figure 2 left) consisting of 12 single C10-100 LRAs was used; the vibration amplitude output of
this sleeve was the lowest of the three tactile sleeves developed for this project. To compare the
two real-time tactile rendering algorithms (the Grid Region algorithm and our Syncopated
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Energy algorithm) in the second user study, a tactile sleeve with a 3-by-3 grid (Figure 2 middle)
with two stacked C10-100 LRAs was used. For the third user study concerning tactile amplitude,
a tactile sleeve with a 3-by-3 grid (Figure 2 right) consisting of C3-tactors was utilized; this
tactile sleeve had the highest vibration amplitude output of the three.
3.2

Vibrotactile Actuators

Figure 3. Comparison of linear resonant actuator (LRA) and eccentric rotating mass (ERM)
motor. A) LRA motors generate vibrations along a central linear axis. B) ERM motors generate
large radial forces about the output axle
Two types of vibrotactile actuators (Figure 3) are commonly used for tactile stimulation. An
LRA motor is a type of voice-coil actuator that relies on the resonance of mass and spring
elements to produce vibrations along a central linear axis [31]. An ERM motor produces large
radial forces by rotating an off-centered mass that is fixed to the output axle of the motor [39].
Due to its design, an ERM motor couples both the frequency and the amplitude of the resulting
vibration to the motor’s rotational speed. The frequency and amplitude of an LRA motor, on the
contrary, can be controlled separately due to the alternating current (AC) signals that drive it [8].
As prior research indicates that dynamic tactile patterns are best perceived when frequency and
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amplitude can be independently controlled [8], LRA motors are clearly the preferred choice for
vibrotactile actuators.

Figure 4. (Left) single C10-100 LRA, (middle) two stacked C10-100 LRAs, (right) C3-tactor
There are two categories of LRA motors: large tactors and small tactors. Large tactors provide
higher peak amplitudes, but at a high price. For instance, the C3-tactor (Figure 4 right) produced
by Engineering Acoustics, Inc. provides peak amplitudes larger than 3.30G but costs hundreds of
dollars. Small tactors, on the other hand, can be bought for a fraction of the cost but provide
much lower peak amplitudes. The small C10-100 motor (Figure 4 left) manufactured by
Precision Microdrives, for instance, costs approximately $10 per motor while providing an
amplitude of 1.40G.
For this project, three LRA setups were implemented:
1. One single C10-100 LRA (Figure 4 left)
2. Two stacked C10-100 LRAs (Figure 4 middle)
3. One single C3-tactor (Figure 4 right)
To create the setup of the two stacked actuators, two C10-100 LRAs were glued together, and the
signal coming from each haptic driver was split to ensure that the two LRAs would vibrate at
exactly the same time.
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A simple device consisting of an accelerometer and 100g mass (Figure 5) was developed to
measure the effective maximum vibration amplitude of each setup using the vibration
measurement method described by Precision Microdrives [40]. The LRAs were attached to the
side of the device opposite the accelerometer, and the measuring device was hung using rubber
bands.

Figure 5. Accelerometer and 100g mass used to measure vibration amplitude of LRAs
At the resonant frequency of 175Hz, the single C10-100 LRA setup’s maximum measured
vibration amplitude was 1.40G and the two stacked C10-100 LRA setup’s was 1.74G. The C3tactor’s maximum measured vibration amplitude was 2.35G at a frequency of 225Hz and 3.30G
at a frequency of 250Hz.
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3.3

Microcontroller

The Arduino Uno microcontroller is often used for research purposes due to its low cost and
open-source design [41]. However, only six of its digital input/output pins can be used as pulsewidth modulation (PWM) outputs. Most haptic driver chips require one PWM input signal to
drive the vibration motor and one PWM input to function as an I2 C signal to establish the
working mode of the driver. The Uno can therefore support five vibration motors at most,
provided one PWM output is used as an I2 C signal that is distributed to all the haptic drivers. For
the purposes of this project, the Arduino Mega 2560 (Figure 6) was therefore used instead.
The Mega 2560 provides 54 digital input/output pins, of which 15 can be used as PWM outputs.
When using one PWM output as a distributed I2 C signal, the Mega can drive up to 14 vibration
motors. As is true of all Arduino microcontrollers, the Mega 2560 can be controlled by software
via a serial port with a USB cable, which in the case of this project enabled tactile displays to be
integrated with VR systems and applications.

Figure 6. Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller
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3.4

Tactile Drivers

As the microcontroller cannot drive the LRAs directly, to drive the LRAs, we chose to use
twelve FAH4830 tactile drivers from Fairchild Semiconductor. A tactile driver shield (Figure 7)
was thus created for the Mega 2560 microcontroller with 12 FAH4830 driver chips, capable of
driving a grid of up to 12 vibration motors. Each tactile driver takes digital PWM signals from
the microcontroller to control the frequency and amplitude of the LRAs.

Figure 7. A tactile driver shield for Arduino Mega 2560 with 12 FAH4830 driver chips
3.5

Form Factor

As described above, several tactile sleeves were created out of elastic compression sleeves to
attach the vibration motors to the upper arms of users. This type of sleeve is normally used in
sports to improve blood circulation, but compression sleeves have recently also been applied in
research to keep electromyography (EMG) electrodes in contact with a subject’s skin [42]. The
use of compression sleeves was found to increase the perceived amplitude of the LRAs used in
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this project. Using an elastic fabric also eliminated the need for fasteners to be used to secure the
sleeves to users’ arms.
One disadvantage of using a compression sleeve, however, is that sleeves of various sizes are
required to accommodate users with different-sized arms. Small, medium, and large versions of
tactile sleeve displays were thus created for this project using McDavid compression arm
sleeves. Because McDavid sleeves are designed to cover both the forearm and upper arm, the
sleeves had to be cut. A grid of pockets was then sewn onto each sleeve to hold the LRAs.
For all three sizes of tactile sleeves with 4-by-3 grids, the actuators were vertically spaced 4 cm
apart, while the actuators of tactile sleeves with 3-by-3 grids were vertically spaced 6 cm apart.
The horizontal spacing for tactical sleeves with both 4-by-3 and 3-by-3 grids was 4 cm for small
sleeves, 5 cm for medium sleeves, and 6 cm for large sleeves. When worn, however, the
horizontal spacing changed according to the size of the user’s arm; horizontal spacing of the
medium sleeve, for example, expanded to 6 cm on average.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION OF TACTILE RESOLUTION

4.1

Introduction

In this work, we studied the perceived tactile pattern realism of different types of single finger
and whole-hand touch gestures on an upper arm. To display the whole-hand tactile patterns, we
extended the previously published Tactile Brush algorithm [8] to support areas of contact.
Because prior research has shown that tactile illusions depend on a display’s level of tactile
fidelity (i.e., the level of exactness with which real-world tactile stimuli are reproduced), we
investigated how the level of displayed tactile resolution influences the perceived realism of
single finger and whole-hand person-to-person touch gestures, such as those used in social
settings. We chose to research displayed tactile resolution since it had been largely unexplored
before.
To facilitate our investigation, we designed an arm-based tactile display consisting of a 4-by-3
grid of linear resonant actuators (LRAs). The device supported two extreme levels of displayed
tactile resolution: a low tactile fidelity configuration with one actuation per 12 cm2, and a high
tactile fidelity configuration with one actuation per 36 cm2. We used the display to investigate
what level of tactile display fidelity is necessary to effectively reproduce ten different single
finger and whole-hand tactile patterns. Participants blindly compared the two levels of fidelity
for each touch gesture by watching a video of the real-world gesture and choosing which level
they felt best represented the depicted gesture. They then rated its accuracy and acceptability.
Our results indicated that the higher level of tactile fidelity was significantly preferred and
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accepted for all six whole-hand tactile patterns and two of the four single finger tactile patterns.
We discuss the implications of these results on the development of grid-based tactile displays
and provide some VR applications areas that could benefit from the use of whole-hand tactile
patterns.
4.2

An Extended Tactile Brush Algorithm for Whole-hand Tactile Patterns

In prior work, Israr and Poupyrev [8] presented the Tactile Brush algorithm for producing
smooth, two-dimensional tactile motions. While this algorithm is effective for displaying singlefinger tactile patterns, it does not support the rendering of whole-hand tactile patterns. Hence, we
extended the algorithm to better suit the needs of our research. In this section, we explain the
original Tactile Brush algorithm and how our extended version can render whole-hand tactile
patterns.
To produce smooth motions, the Tactile Brush algorithm adheres to an energy summation model
to create nonexistent phantom actuators on the gesture path. The intensity of a phantom actuator
𝐴𝑃 is determined by setting the amplitudes of the real actuators as:
𝐴𝑁 = √1 − 𝛽 × 𝐴𝑃 ,

𝐴𝑁+1 = √𝛽 × 𝐴𝑃

(1)

where 𝛽 is the distance between 𝐴𝑃 and 𝐴𝑁 divided by the distance between 𝐴𝑁+1 and 𝐴𝑁 . Then
the apparent motion (Figure 8) is utilized by the DOS overlapping the SOA of two adjacent real
or phantom actuators to generate a continuous moving sensation along the gesture path. This
algorithm allows the low-resolution actuators grid to produce smooth two-dimensional motions.
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Figure 8. Apparent tactile motion
To produce two-dimensional motions, the Tactile Brush algorithm uses a three-step process: 1)
determine virtual actuation points based on the display’s grid lines, 2) compute the amplitudes of
the real actuators for creating virtual actuation points, and 3) calculate the DOS and SOA for
each virtual actuation point required to produce the desired apparent motion. Figure 9 shows this
process.

Figure 9. The Tactile Brush algorithm produces a 2D motion by using the virtual actuation
points, 𝑷𝟎 , 𝑷𝟏 , and 𝑷𝟐 . The real actuator 𝑨𝟎,𝟎 is used for 𝑷𝟎 . 𝑷𝟏 is generated by 𝑨𝟎,𝟏 and 𝑨𝟏,𝟏 ,
and 𝑷𝟐 is generated by 𝑨𝟏,𝟏 and 𝑨𝟏,𝟐
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While the Tactile Brush algorithm produces smooth, two-dimensional motions, it only displays
one point of contact at a time. Hence, it only supports single-finger tactile patterns. However, we
were interested in investigating whole-hand tactile patterns, such as a whole-hand rub. To
support these gestures, we extended the Tactile Brush algorithm to support multiple,
simultaneous points of contact.
Initially, we assumed creating an area of contact with the Tactile Brush algorithm would be
simple. We planned to display the area by activating the four phantom actuators that would
define the four corners of the rectangle. However, we quickly realized that two phantom
actuators on the same gesture path would require conflicting amplitudes from the contributing
physical actuators. To minimize these conflicts, we simplified our whole-hand tactile patterns to
a multipoint line that moves along the direction of the whole-hand gesture. This line is produced
by running the original algorithm on each grid line, in parallel, as demonstrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Our extended version of the Tactile Brush algorithm produces multiple, simultaneous
points of contact by running the original algorithm along each grid line, in parallel, to produce a
multipoint line that moves along the gesture path
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4.3

The Tactile Fidelity Study

The goal of this experiment was to evaluate the effects of displayed tactile resolution on wholehand tactile patterns (Figure 11). While many researchers have investigated single-point tactile
patterns, whole-hand tactile patterns with multiple, simultaneous points of contact are largely
missing from prior research. Additionally, the spacing of tactile stimuli has mainly been
investigated for 1 DOF only. Hence, our investigation into the effects of 2-DOF displayed tactile
resolution on single-finger and whole-hand gestures addresses these limitations of prior research.

Figure 11. For our experiment, we investigated two levels of tactile fidelity by comparing low
and high displayed tactile resolutions
4.4

Tactile Patterns

For our subjective evaluation, we decided to investigate single-finger and whole-hand tactile
patterns (Figure 12). We chose a total of ten tactile patterns to investigate: four single-finger and
six whole-hand. The single-finger tactile patterns were: 1) a single-finger touch near the elbow,
2) a single-finger touch near the middle of the upper arm, 3) a single-finger touch near the
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shoulder, and 4) a single-finger stroke from the shoulder to the elbow. We used the original
Tactile Brush algorithm to render these.

Figure 12. Examples of the simple and complex tactile patterns used in our subjective evaluation:
A) a single-finger touch near the middle of the upper arm, B) a repetitive whole-hand pat near
the middle, C) a repetitive whole-hand stroke between the shoulder and the elbow, and D) a
whole-hand stroke across the middle from front to back
The whole-hand tactile patterns were: 5) a whole-hand touch near the middle of the upper arm,
6) a repetitive whole-hand pat near the middle, 7) a whole-hand stroke from the shoulder to the
elbow, 8) a repetitive whole-hand stroke between the shoulder and the elbow, 9) a whole-hand
stroke across the middle of the upper arm from front to back, and 10) a repetitive whole-hand
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stroke across the middle between the front and back. We used our extended Tactile Brush
algorithm to render these. Based on prior research results, we hypothesized that displayed tactile
resolution would have a significant effect on the perception of the whole-hand tactile patterns,
but not on the perception of the single-finger tactile patterns.
4.5

Tactile Display

To enable our investigation of displayed tactile resolution and whole-hand touch gestures, we
created a grid-based tactile display. Our tactile display consisted of an Arduino Mega 2560
microcontroller, a 4-by-3 grid of 12 single C10-100 LRA motors, and an elastic compression
sleeve, seen in Figure 1. The display supported two extreme levels of display tactile resolution.
At the lowest level, the four corner LRA motors of the grid were activated to provide one
actuation per 36 cm2. At the highest level, all twelve motors were activated to provide one
actuation per 12 cm2. To calculate the displayed tactile resolution for each level, we followed the
convention presented by Pasquero and Hayward [10]. First, we calculated the area covered by
the tactile grid. Since our tactile sleeve is elastic, we calculated this based on an average user
using the medium sleeve size, which yields an area of 144 cm2. We then determined the ratio of
actuators to area to calculate the displayed resolution.
4.6

Procedure

After giving informed consent, participants were given a background survey to collect general
demographic information (e.g., gender, age, dominant hand, etc.). The participants were then
asked to try on the three different-sized tactile sleeves to determine which one best fit their left
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upper-arm. At this time, the experimenter ensured that the center column of actuators aligned
with the center of the exterior portion of the upper arm for proper placement.

Figure 13. The graphical user interface for evaluating the fidelity levels
The participants were then presented with a simple graphical user interface (Figure 13) for
evaluating the fidelity levels. For each gesture trial, the interface would play a video of the realworld touch gesture. A “Replay Video” button allowed participants to view the video multiple
times. The interface also included two radio buttons for “Config 1” and “Config 2”. For each
trial, the two levels of fidelity were randomly assigned to these radio buttons. This allowed for a
blind comparison of the two levels and avoided any potential effects of ordering. A “Run” button
would render the fidelity configuration currently indicated by the radio buttons to the tactile
sleeve. Each configuration could be ran multiple times. Once the participants decided upon
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which configuration they preferred for the gesture, they were asked to use five-point Likert
scales to rate: a) how accurately the tactile sensation matched the sensation they expected from
the video, and b) how acceptable that sensation would be for simulating the gesture. Participants
completed ten trials, one for each gesture. The order of the trials was randomized to avoiding
ordering effects.
After participants completed the ten gesture trials, they were given an ergonomics questionnaire
regarding the tactile display sleeve. The questionnaires addressed potential issues relating to
discomfort, device weight, excessive pressure, and slippage. Finally, participants were asked to
provide any additional comments.
4.7

Participants

We recruited 30 unpaid participants (25 males, 5 females) for our experiment. The age range of
the participants was 18 to 50 years old with a mean age of 24.4 years. Only three participants
were over the age of 30. All the participants were right-handed. Hence, everyone wore the
display on his or her non-dominant arm given our setup.
4.8

Results

We analyzed the selections of preferred tactile patterns by using a Pearson’s chi-squared test for
each gesture to compare the probability of tactile fidelity selections to the neutral split that would
be expected due to chance alone. Table 2 shows these test results, and Figure 14 shows selection
frequency per gesture. The higher level of displayed tactile resolution was significantly preferred
for all gestures except gesture 1 (a single-finger touch near the elbow) and gesture 3 (a singlefinger touch near the shoulder). Considering the type of gesture, we note that the higher level of
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tactile fidelity was significantly preferred for all six complex tactile patterns. For simple tactile
patterns, higher fidelity was significantly preferred for two of the four gestures (the preferred
gestures were a single-finger touch near the middle of the arm and a single-finger stroke from the
shoulder to the elbow). We interpret these results to mean that higher displayed tactile resolution
is more important for tactile patterns occurring within squares of the display grid.
Table 2. Analysis of tactile resolution preferences with Pearson’s chi-squared tests show that the
higher fidelity was significantly preferred at p < 0.05 for all gestures except 1 and 3
χ2

p

0.133
8.533
2.133
6.533
10.800
6.533
10.800

0.715
0.003
0.144
0.011
0.001
0.011
0.001

Sig.
Pref.
High
High
High
High
High

22.533

< 0.001

High

4.800

0.028

High

13.333

< 0.001

High

Gesture
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Selection Frequency

9
10

Single-finger touch near elbow
Single-finger touch near middle
Single-finger touch near shoulder
Single-finger stroke from shoulder to elbow
Whole-hand touch near middle
Whole-hand pats near middle
Whole-hand stroke from shoulder to elbow
Whole-hand strokes between shoulder and
elbow
Whole-hand stroke from front to back
Whole-hand strokes between front and
back

Fidelity Preference by Gesture

1
0.8
0.6

Low

0.4

High

0.2
0
1

2

3

4

5 6 7
Gesture

8

9 10

Figure 14. Selection frequency of low and high levels of tactile fidelity show that the higher level
was preferred over the lower level for all gestures except gesture 1
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In addition to selecting the preferred level of fidelity for each gesture, participants rated the
accuracy and acceptability of the chosen tactile sensation. Participants rated accuracy on a fivepoint Likert scale, from 1 (the gesture does not match at all) to 5 (the gesture definitely matches).
They rated the acceptability of the touch gesture also on a 5-point scale, from 1 (completely
unacceptable) to 5 (completely acceptable). Mean accuracy and acceptability ratings are shown
in Figure 15 and Figure 16, respectively. Note that the participants only rated their selected level
of fidelity for each gesture, so the number of ratings per gesture/fidelity combination is
dependent upon the frequency of the combination shown in Figure 14. Nevertheless, the
accuracy ratings are relatively high with all mean ratings being between 3 (the midpoint) and 5
(definitely matches). Overall, we interpret these ratings as evidence that the tactile sleeve and our
modified Tactile Brush algorithm performed reasonably well for simulating the simple and
complex tactile patterns.

Mean Accuracy Ratings
5

Rating

4
Low

3

High

2
1
1

2

3

4

5 6 7
Gesture

8

9 10

Figure 15. Mean accuracy ratings when the level of fidelity was selected as the preferred choice
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Mean Acceptability Ratings

5

Rating

4
Low

3

High

2
1
1

2

3

4

5 6 7
Gesture

8

9 10

Figure 16. Mean acceptability ratings when the level of fidelity was selected as the preferred
choice
However, the acceptability ratings indicate that some participants were not happy with gesture 7
(a whole-hand stroke from the shoulder to the elbow) and gesture 8 (repetitive whole-hand
strokes between the shoulder and elbow). Figure 16 shows that acceptability ratings for the low
and high fidelity versions of each gesture are relatively close for all except these two gestures.
Our interpretation of these differences is that the few participants who selected the low fidelity
versions of gestures 7 and 8 were not convinced that the rendered gestures simulated the feeling
of whole-hand strokes along the arm. Considering that the majority of participants preferred and
accepted the high-fidelity versions of these gestures, these results indicate that some participants
may have higher expectations than others when it comes to the acceptability of tactile patterns.
We note that the rating differences were not affected by gender.
With regard to the ergonomics of our tactile display, there were very few negative reports. Three
of the 30 participants reported discomfort from wearing the sleeve, with all three citing
numbness due to the vibrations. One of the participants reported that the device was heavy due to
the wires connecting the actuators and haptic drivers. The biggest complaint was excessive
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pressure, with six participants reporting pressure just above the elbow crease due to the
compression sleeve.
4.9

Discussion

Given the results of our study, there are several implications for the design of grid-based tactile
displays, as well as potential VR application areas for whole-hand tactile patterns. We also
believe that whole-hand tactile patterns could be used to identify participants that suffer from
anaphia⎯the total or partial absence of tactile sense.
4.9.1 Implications for Grid-based Tactile Displays
Considering the mean accuracy ratings for both the low and high fidelity versions of the tactile
patterns, we consider our extended Tactile Brush a success. As described in section 3, our
extended algorithm produces apparent motion for an area of contact. This is an advancement
over previous versions of the algorithm, which could only produce a single point of contact
(though Israr and Poupyrev eluded to multiple-contact versions [8]). Given the high acceptability
ratings for the high-fidelity whole-hand gestures, we believe our extended Tactile Brush works
best with higher displayed tactile resolutions, though it sufficed for most of the low-fidelity
tactile patterns. The biggest constraint for our algorithm is that it currently requires the contact
area’s width to coincide with the display’s grid lines, but we believe this issue can be overcome
with further research.
Another implication for grid-based tactile displays is that more is better. Higher displayed tactile
resolution was significantly preferred for all gestures except for two single-finger tactile patterns,
and it was not preferred significantly less for those two gestures. This indicates that grid-based
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tactile displays, particularly those consisting of LRA motors like ours, should strive for displayed
tactile resolutions of at least one actuator per 12 cm2. However, we do believe there is an upper
limit to increasing the resolution based on Cholewiak and Collins work [27]. One actuator per 2
cm2 is probably too much.
Finally, another design implication based on our research is that small actuators can be used to
display tactile patterns on small body regions. Since small actuators are exponentially cheaper
than large ones and displayed tactile resolution is important, the best approach to providing
tactile feedback to the entire body may be to develop many small-region devices, as opposed to
using a few large-region devices. The biggest hurdle to this approach will be how to
synchronously communicate to so many devices.
4.9.2 VR Applications for Whole-hand Tactile Patterns
The most obvious application of our whole-hand tactile patterns in VR is improved tactile
feedback for large-area contacts with a virtual environment. For example, when a user is moving
down a virtual hallway and leans into a virtual wall, a large contact area can be displayed moving
across the user’s upper arm from front to back. This could provide a more realistic experience
than just vibrating the entire grid, which in turn should increase presence [43].
Another potential VR application area is telepresence. In recent work, Huisman et al. [2]
developed a tactile sleeve for conveying social touch over a distance. While their 4-by-3 TaSST
display was very similar to our display, they were using simple algorithms based on touchsensitive compartments to render tactile patterns. With our extended Tactile Brush algorithm,
telepresence users’ hands can be tracked in 3D space, virtually modeled to determine collisions
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with remote users’ tracked bodies, and then rendered as realistic social touches to increase copresence.
Finally, a third VR application area for our whole-hand tactile patterns is Autism Spectrum
Disorder (ASD) interventions. ASD is a pervasive developmental disorder that is characterized
by restrictive interests, repetitive actions, and impaired social and communicative behaviors [44].
Individuals with ASD often exhibit secondary difficulties with sensory-perceptual anomalies that
cause hypo-sensitivities and hypersensitivities [45–48]. Several first-hand accounts of
individuals with ASD describe how they struggle with both hypo and hypersensitivities, limiting
their contact with other people [49–51]. An example would be feeling overwhelmed from a hug
because it feels like sandpaper to the touch. Researchers have already investigated and developed
VR technologies and systems as promising intervention methods for ASD patients [52–55]. By
utilizing our research on whole-hand tactile patterns, VR intervention methods could allow
hypersensitive patients to explore the physical sensation of touch without being overwhelmed by
actual human contact. We are currently working on integrating our research with prior VR
intervention applications to give ASD patients a chance to learn how to manage their
hypersensitivities to human contact through experiences of being touched by virtual avatars [56].
4.9.3 Screening Tool for Anaphia Participants
Anaphia is the total or partial absence of the sense of touch. For research on tactile technologies
and feedback, participants with anaphia can have a negative impact on potentially positive
results. Traditionally, tactile researchers have relied on self-reports to exclude such participants.
However, this method is inherently flawed as self-reports have been shown in many studies to be
unreliable.
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As an alternative to using self-reports to identify participants with anaphia, we propose that the
selection trial for gesture 8 from our study could be used as a screening tool. For gesture 8 (the
repetitive whole-hand strokes between the shoulder and elbow), the higher level of displayed
tactile resolution was preferred by all but two participants, and those two participants poorly
rated the lower level of tactile fidelity. Hence, we believe this whole-hand gesture trial could be
used to flag participants that do not choose the higher level of tactile fidelity as potential anaphia
participants.
4.10

Conclusion

Although much research has been conducted on phantom tactile sensations and apparent tactile
motion, most investigations have been limited to single-finger tactile patterns involving single
points of contact. By modifying the Tactile Brush algorithm, we were able to simulate areas of
contact. These areas enabled us to develop whole-hand tactile patterns that involve multiple
points of contact, such as a whole-hand pat on the arm. Using a 4-by-3 tactile display sleeve that
we developed, we investigated the effects of displayed tactile resolution on preference, perceived
accuracy, and acceptability of four single-finger tactile patterns and six whole-hand tactile
patterns. Our results indicate that our extended Tactile Brush algorithm produces accurate wholehand tactile patterns, that greater displayed tactile resolutions will produce more-acceptable
tactile patterns than lower resolutions, and that small actuators can be effectively used to display
tactile patterns on small body regions.
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CHAPTER 5
COMPARISON OF GRID REGION AND SYNCOPATED ENERGY ALGORITHMS
FOR RENDERING REAL-TIME TACTILE INTERACTIONS
5.1

Introduction

The visual and auditory fidelity of virtual reality (VR) systems have dramatically increased with
modern consumer technologies, such as the Oculus Rift and the HTC Vive. However, many VR
systems lack a high degree of tactile fidelity [57]. Some VR applications employ vibrotactile
feedback via the handheld controllers, but these tactile stimuli are often rudimentary due to the
limitations of employing a single vibration motor or actuator. Researchers have begun
investigating the use of peripheral devices with multiple actuators, such as grid-based sleeves [2]
and vests with rows of motors [7], in attempts to increase the tactile fidelity of real-time
interactions.
However, current vibrotactile rendering algorithms are limited in producing high-fidelity tactile
sensations. Region-based algorithms offer low-latency tactile fidelity through real-time
interactions by simply rendering to the actuator that represents the touched region (e.g., [2, 7]).
However, prior research has demonstrated that the resolution of the mapped regions has a
significant effect on the quality of the tactile stimuli perceived [33]. Hence, region-based
algorithms require greater tactile resolution to afford high-fidelity tactile stimuli. On the other
hand, researchers have demonstrated that apparent tactile motions can be effective with lowresolution tactile displays [1]. Israr and Poupyrev [8] specifically developed the Tactile Brush
algorithm to provide smooth, high-fidelity tactile stimuli with grid-based tactile displays.
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However, the Tactile Brush algorithm cannot be used to render real-time interactions because it
requires a complete input pattern before it can compute its four-step process.
In this research, we discuss the development of a new real-time vibrotactile rendering algorithm
designed to produce smooth, high-fidelity tactile stimuli. The first iteration of the algorithm was
based on the same energy model that Israr and Poupyrev [8] used to calculate the locations of
their phantom actuators. However, in a preliminary study, we found that users struggled to
accurately recognize tactile patterns rendered by this Energy algorithm, in comparison to the
original Tactile Brush. In the second iteration of the algorithm, we used syncopations in the
rendered amplitude to produce artificial perceptual anchors, similar to those created by
Cholewiak and Collins [27]. We found that these syncopations dramatically improved the
recognition quality of the Energy algorithm.
To evaluate the efficacy of our new real-time algorithm, we conducted a user study to compare
the recognition accuracy and perceived continuity of our Syncopated Energy algorithm to a Grid
Region algorithm. We evaluated the two real-time algorithms at two rendered amplitudes for ten
tactile patterns representing five single-finger and five whole-hand touch interactions on the
user’s upper arm. The results of this study indicate that the Grid Region algorithm afforded
significantly better recognition accuracy than our new Syncopated Energy algorithm. However,
the results indicate that the Syncopated Energy algorithm afforded significantly greater perceived
continuity for one single-finger gesture and generally had the highest continuity ratings at the
higher rendered amplitude. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that increased amplitude
improves both recognition accuracy and perceived continuity overall.
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In this paper, we discuss how differences in recognition accuracy, like those observed between
the Grid Region algorithm and our Syncopated Energy algorithm, may not be significant for
visuotactile feedback, such as seeing a virtual finger touching your avatar’s arm, due to visual
perception superseding tactile perception [58]. However, we also discuss how perceived
continuity is likely more important to overall fidelity, as asynchronies in visuotactile feedback
have been shown to diminish the body ownership illusion (i.e., the perception of owning and
controlling a virtual body) [23, 24]. Finally, we discuss that the effects of rendered amplitude
need to be further investigated, as our results show that it can have interaction effects with
vibrotactile rendering algorithms.
5.2

New Vibrotactile Rendering Algorithms

Our research goal was to address the lack of a real-time vibrotactile rendering algorithm capable
of producing smooth tactile motions.
5.2.1 Energy Algorithm
Our initial attempt to create a vibrotactile rendering algorithm capable of real-time, smooth
tactile motion was the “Energy” algorithm. It was inspired by the energy summation model used
by Israr and Poupyrev [8] to create phantom actuators along the gesture path. In the model, the
intensity and position of a phantom actuator P is determined by setting the amplitudes of its
neighboring physical actuators, AN and AN+1, where  is the distance between AN and P divided
by the distance between AN and AN+1 :
𝐴𝑁 = √1 −  × 𝑃,

𝐴𝑁+1 = √ × 𝑃
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(1)

Using this same energy model, we developed a real-time vibrotactile rendering algorithm by
applying the model horizontally and then vertically for any touch point within a grid-based
display. Given a phantom touch point PT, the Energy algorithm first computes two horizontal
phantom actuators on the grid, PH and PH+1, using (1). Then, for each horizontal phantom
actuator, the Energy algorithm employs (1) again to calculate how the two neighboring physical
actuators on the same vertical gridline contribute to the horizontal phantom actuator. Figure 17
depicts these horizontal and vertical computations. Note, for touch points occurring on a vertical
gridline, a single horizontal phantom actuator is calculated. Similarly, a single physical actuator
is employed for a horizontal phantom actuator occurring on a horizontal gridline.

Figure 17. For a given touch point PT, the Energy algorithm first computes two horizontal
phantom actuators, PH and PH+1. The Energy algorithm then computes how the physical
actuators A0,0 and A1,0 contribute to PH and how A0,1 and A1,1 contribute to PH+1. The color
saturation of each actuator represents its relative amplitude
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In a preliminary study, we compared our new Energy algorithm to the original Tactile Brush
algorithm for a tactile pattern recognition task. In general, participants perceived smooth motions
with both rendering algorithms. However, we found that participants were significantly better at
recognizing patterns with the Tactile Brush than the Energy algorithm. Additionally, many
participants commented on needing stronger vibrations with the Energy algorithm to effectively
distinguish patterns. This lack of perceived intensity was likely because the Energy algorithm
gradually increases the amplitude of a given actuator, as defined by the energy summation
model. However, the Tactile Brush algorithm rapidly changes actuator amplitudes based on
durations and intervals to produce apparent tactile motions.
While our Energy algorithm can produce real-time, smooth tactile motions, we considered its
lower recognition accuracy and overall intensity to be major shortcomings. Hence, we set out to
improve upon it.
5.2.2 Syncopated Energy Algorithm
To improve user recognition of tactile patterns rendered with our Energy algorithm, we further
investigated the concept of perceptual anchors. In early research, Braida et al. [59] demonstrated
that listeners will better identify acoustic stimuli associated with the upper and lower extremes of
the relevant range of stimuli. They referred to these extremities as perceptual anchors. More
recently, Cholewiak and Collins [27] demonstrated the feasibility of artificial perceptual anchors
by using a high-frequency stimulus presented among an array of lower-frequency stimuli to
improve localization at ambiguous sites, such as the middle of the forearm. Considering this, we
decided to investigate artificial perceptual anchors.
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Though Cholewiak and Collins [27] used frequency to create artificial perceptual anchors, we
decided to investigate amplitude-based perceptual anchors instead. As discussed in section 2.3,
previous research studies have demonstrated mixed effects for frequency (e.g., [6, 8, 27, 28]).
However, several researchers have demonstrated the significant effects of amplitude on
vibrotactile perceptions (e.g., [8, 28, 31, 32]). In particular, increasing amplitude has been shown
to increase perceived intensity [28], which was noticeably lacking in our preliminary study of the
Energy algorithm.
One approach to creating artificial perceptual anchors would be to simply increase the amplitude
of a tactile motion at predefined points or intersections. But, increasing amplitude is not feasible
with low-amplitude vibration motors, like the LRAs found in most mobile devices. To afford a
perceivable increase in amplitude, these low-amplitude actuators would need to be used at even
lower amplitudes, which would degrade the overall quality of the tactile patterns rendered.
However, if near-maximum amplitudes were generally used to render tactile patterns, then
decreases in amplitude could be used to create artificial perceptual anchors. This was the insight
of our “Syncopated Energy” algorithm.
Our Syncopated Energy algorithm essentially creates artificial perceptual anchors at the gridlines
of a grid-based vibrotactile display. When a tactile pattern crosses a new gridline, the Syncopated
Energy algorithm reduces the amplitude of the contributing vibrotactile actuators to zero for
30ms. Before and after this 30ms syncopation, the Syncopated Energy algorithm uses the same
amplitudes as the Energy algorithm for rendering tactile patterns. Figure 18 shows how the
Syncopated Energy algorithm differs from the original Energy algorithm.
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We chose to use 30ms for the syncopation window based on empirical results from a small pilot
study involving three participants. It was the minimal temporal delay that all of the participants
could distinguish the Syncopated Energy algorithm from the Energy algorithm. We chose to use
this minimal delay to best conserve the tactile motion aspects of the Energy algorithm.

Figure 18. A comparison of the Energy and Syncopated Energy algorithms for a tactile motion
moving from A0,0 through A0,1 and to A0,2. As the motion passes over the vertical AX,1 gridline, the
original Energy algorithm renders a maximum amplitude stimulus at A0,1. On the other hand, the
Syncopated Energy algorithm drops the amplitude to zero for 30ms and then continues rendering
as normal
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We also incorporated a render history into the Syncopated Energy algorithm to avoid creating
too many syncopations. When the Syncopated Energy algorithm renders a syncopation for a
gridline, that gridline is added to the render history. After 300ms in the history, the gridline is
removed. Whenever a tactile pattern crosses a gridline, the Syncopated Energy algorithm will not
render the syncopation if the gridline is already in the render history. Instead, it renews the
300ms lifetime of the gridline to remain in the history. This is why syncopations are not
continuously rendered as the tactile pattern depicted in Figure 18 moves along the A0,X gridline.
Furthermore, to avoid back-to-back syncopations when a tactile pattern crosses near the
intersection of two gridlines, the Syncopated Energy algorithm does not render a syncopation if
one has been rendered in the last 300ms. Instead, it renews or adds the encountered gridline to
the render history.
5.3

Experiment

Having created the Syncopated Energy algorithm, which can render smooth tactile motions, we
decided to evaluate the efficacy of our new real-time algorithm by comparing it to the common
grid region algorithms used in prior real-time vibrotactile rendering applications (e.g., [1, 2]). To
assess the efficacy of the Syncopated Energy algorithm’s smooth tactile motions, we investigated
the recognition accuracy and perceived continuity afforded by both algorithms for ten tactile
patterns. Because we designed the Syncopated Energy algorithm to leverage amplitude, we also
investigated whether the amplitude that the algorithms were rendered at affected their
recognition accuracies and perceived continuities.
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5.3.1 Grid Region Algorithm

Figure 19. The Grid Region algorithm used in our experiment. (a) For a given touch point PT, the
algorithm renders to the actuator representing PT’s region, which is A0,2. (b) Our Grid Region
algorithm implementation solves ambiguities by rendering to the previous frame’s actuator,
which again is A0,2. (c) Our Grid Region algorithm begins rendering to a new actuator, A1,1 in this
case, when the touch input is no longer ambiguous
For comparison purposes, we implemented a Grid Region algorithm. Like prior region
algorithms (e.g., [1, 2]), our Grid Region algorithm is capable of real-time vibrotactile rendering.
When an input touch point is detected within a region of the grid-based vibrotactile display, the
algorithm activates the vibration motor within that region (see Figure 19a). This algorithm is
seemingly simple, however, we had to decide how to handle ambiguities caused by the input
touch point residing within multiple regions at once. This is particularly relevant for tactile
patterns with diagonal motions. Yanagida et al. [1] used an octagon shape for the center region to
resolve these diagonal ambiguities. However, such an octagon shape results in the center region
representing a larger area compared to the other regions, and in turn, the center vibration motor is
activated more often. To maintain equal representation of each region, but to address the issue of
ambiguous input at region boundaries, we opted to continue activating the vibration motor
rendered to in the previous input frame when multiple regions receive touch input, even if the
previously rendered region is not included (see Figure 19b). Once the touch input is clearly
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identified within a new region, our Grid Region algorithm begins rendering to the new vibration
motor (see Figure 19c).
5.3.2 Tactile Pattern Recognition Task
For our experiment, we used a tactile pattern recognition task similar to prior tactile studies (e.g.,
[1, 9, 22, 29, 30]). For each task trial, a spatiotemporal tactile pattern was rendered to a tactile
sleeve display worn on the participant’s upper left arm. We selected a total of ten spatiotemporal
tactile patterns for the experiment from previous studies (i.e., [1, 9, 33]). Each pattern
corresponded to a touch gesture that we considered feasible for real-time interactions between
user avatars within a VR system.
We selected five single-finger touch gestures: a) a downward stroke from the shoulder to the
elbow, b) a stroke drawing a circle on the upper arm, c) a stroke drawing the letter “Z”, d) two
strokes drawing the letter “X”, and e) two strokes drawing the symbol “+”. Figure 20 depicts
how each of these single-finger touch gestures were rendered differently by the Grid Region and
Syncopated Energy algorithms. However, both algorithms rendered the gestures within the same
period: a) 1600ms, b) 4800ms, c) 3600ms, d) 3000ms, and 3000ms, relatively.
We also selected five whole-hand touch gestures: a) a downward stroke from the shoulder to the
elbow, b) a repetitive stroking between the shoulder and elbow, c) a backward stroke across the
middle of the upper arm, d) a repetitive stroking across the middle between front and back, and
e) three pats on the middle of the upper arm. Figure 21 depicts how each of these whole-hand
touch gestures were rendered differently by the two algorithms. However, again, both algorithms
rendered the gestures within the same period: a) 1600ms, b) 4800ms, c) 1600ms, d) 4800ms, and
1200ms, respectively.
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Figure 20. The single-finger touch gestures rendered in our experiment by the Grid Region and
Syncopated Energy algorithms. Resonating lines indicate actuators that will be activated at some
point during the gesture. The color saturation of each actuator represents its relative amplitude
for the given touch point PT along the gesture path. Small white circles, usually centered over
actuators, represent syncopation points. (a) The downward single-finger gesture. (b) The circle
gesture. (c) The “Z” gesture
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Figure 20. Cont. (d) The “X” gesture. (e) The “+” gesture
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Figure 21. The whole-hand touch gestures rendered in our experiment by the Grid Region and
Syncopated Energy algorithms. Resonating lines indicate actuators that will be activated at some
point during the gesture. The color saturation of each actuator represents its relative amplitude
for the closest given touch point PT. Small white circles, usually centered over actuators,
represent syncopation points. (a) The downward whole-hand gesture. (b) The repetitive
downward-upward gesture. (c) The backward hand gesture
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Figure 21. Cont. (d) The repetitive backward-forward hand gesture. (e) The repetitive wholehand pat
5.3.3 Vibrotactile Sleeve Displays
To render our tactile patterns, we developed arm-based vibrotactile sleeve displays similar to the
one created by Tang et al. [60]. Each of our vibrotactile displays consisted of a 3-by-3 grid of
actuators sewn onto an elastic McDavid compression arm sleeve. We created small, medium, and
large versions of the sleeve display to accommodate users with different-sized arms. The vertical
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spacing of the actuators was 6cm for all three sizes while the horizontal spacing was 4cm for the
small, 5cm for the medium, and 6cm for the large sleeve. However, when worn, the horizontal
spacing changes relative to the user’s arm size. For example, the medium sleeve would expand to
6cm on average. Finally, because McDavid sleeves are designed to cover the forearm and upper
arm, we cut off the forearm portion to increase comfortability (see Figure 22).
We used an Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller to render the vibrotactile patterns to each
display. The Mega 2560 interfaces with a computer via a serial port with a USB cable and can be
controlled from most applications. We used nine of the Mega 2560’s PWM outputs and nine
FAH4830 haptic drivers from Fairchild Semiconductor International to drive the vibrotactile
actuators. We also had to use an external battery with an output of 5V and 2A, distributed via a
bus, to power the drivers, because the Mega 2560 could not provide the required power.
For each actuator, we stacked and glued together two C10-100 LRAs manufactured by Precision
Microdrives. We split the signal coming from each haptic driver to ensure that both LRAs would
vibrate at the exact same time. We used two LRAs to investigate higher amplitudes for our
experiment. Per Precision Microdrives, a single C10-100 affords an amplitude of 1.40 G. Using
an accelerometer and the vibration measurement method described by Precision Microdrives
[40], we adjusted the controlling component by sending an signal to both LRAs to simulate the
same amplitude of 1.40 G. We chose to use investigate this amplitude to represent using a single
LRA instead of our stacked dual LRAs. Using the same method, we also determined that sending
a maximum intensity signal to both LRAs produced a maximum amplitude of 1.74 G.
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5.3.4 Independent and Dependent Variables
For our experiment, we had three independent variables: the real-time tactile rendering algorithm
(Grid Region or Syncopated Energy), the rendered amplitude (1.40 G or 1.74 G), and the
vibrotactile pattern rendered (one of the five single-finger or five whole-hand touch gestures).
We varied all these independent variables with subject. We also used two trials for each
condition. Hence, each participant evaluated a total of 80 vibrotactile patterns (2 algorithms x 2
amplitudes x 10 gestures x 2 trials).

Figure 22. One of the vibrotactile sleeve displays used in our experiment. Small, medium, and
large versions were created to accommodate users with different-sized arms
For our experiment, we had two dependent variables: the tactile pattern recognition accuracy and
a continuity rating. Recognition accuracy was calculated as the percentage of the correctly
recognized patterns compared to the total evaluated patterns, similar to Yanagida et al. [1].
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Continuity ratings were collected for each evaluated pattern, similar to the subjective measures
used by Israr and Poupyrev [6]. For each pattern, participants had to rate the perceived continuity
of the pattern from “1 (Not continuous)” to “5 (Very continuous)”.
5.3.5 Research Questions and Hypotheses
For our experiment, we had five research questions.
Q1. Which real-time rendering algorithm affords the greater recognition accuracy?
H1a. Due to its smooth motions but distinguishing syncopations, we hypothesized that our new
Syncopated Energy algorithm would yield better recognition accuracy than the Grid Region
algorithm for single-finger tactile gestures. H1b. However, we hypothesized that there would not
be a significant difference between the two for the whole-hand gestures, due to the gestures’
large distinguishing motions.
Q2. Which rendered amplitude affords the greater recognition accuracy?
H2. Given prior research results indicating that increased amplitude improves perception [8, 28,
29, 31, 32], we hypothesized that the higher amplitude of 1.74G would afford significantly better
recognition accuracies than the lower 1.40 G amplitude, for both single-finger and whole-hand
tactile gestures.
Q3. Which real-time rendering algorithm produces tactile gestures with the greater
perceived continuity?
H3. We hypothesized that our Syncopated Energy algorithm would produce the more continuous
tactile gestures due to its smooth motions and underlying energy model.
Q4. Which rendered amplitude produces tactile gestures with the greater perceived
continuity?
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H4. Again, given prior research results indicating that increased amplitude improves perception,
we hypothesized that the higher amplitude of 1.74G would afford significantly greater perceived
continuity than the lower amplitude.
Q5. Are there significant interaction effects between the real-time rendering algorithms
and their rendered amplitude?
H5a. Yes, given the results of our preliminary study involving the Energy algorithm (section
3.1), we hypothesized that the increased amplitude would significantly improve the recognition
accuracy of our Syncopated Energy algorithm more than the accuracy of the Grid Region
algorithm. H5b. Additionally, we hypothesized that the increased amplitude would significantly
improve the continuity ratings of our Syncopated Energy algorithm more than the ratings of the
Grid Region algorithm.
5.3.6 Procedure
The following procedure was approved by The University of Texas at Dallas Institutional
Review Board (IRB).
After giving informed consent, participants were given a background survey to collect general
demographic information (e.g., gender, dominant hand, arm size, etc.). Each participant was then
presented with a graphical user interface that displayed a video and an icon for each of the ten
touch gestures, to train the participant on what touch gesture each tactile pattern icon represented
(see Figure 23). The participant was then presented with a second user interface that played the
ten touch gesture videos in a random order, and for each video, the participant had to select
which of the ten icons represented that video. An incorrect response would result in the video
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being played again at the end of the queue until the participant had chosen the correct icon for
each gesture video.

Figure 23. The graphical user interface used to train participants on what touch gesture each icon
represented. A video would be played for each icon. Participants could choose to replay the
video if desired
After being trained and tested on understanding what touch gesture each tactile pattern icon
represented, each participant was provided the tactile sleeve display that best matched their arm
size measured during the background survey. At this time, the experimenter would verify that the
center column of actuators (AX,1) was aligned with the center of the exterior of the left upper arm
to ensure proper placement. Note, we chose the left arm, as opposed to the non-dominant or
dominant arm, to avoid ambiguities between the tactile pattern icons and the rendered
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vibrotactile patterns. Additionally, we chose the left arm over the right to allow easier control of
the mouse for most participants, as most users are right handed.

Figure 24. The graphical user interface used for the tactile pattern recognition task. After
pressing the “Play Gesture” icon to render the tactile pattern, the participant would then choose
one of the ten gesture icons that best represented the perceived touch gesture
With the tactile sleeve display properly donned, the participant was then presented with another
graphical user interface for the tactile pattern recognition task (see Figure 24). For each trial, the
participant could have the vibrotactile pattern rendered to the sleeve display one time by pressing
the “Play Gesture” icon. Each pattern could only be played once. Once played, the participant
would choose which of the ten icons best represented the perceived vibrotactile pattern. If the
participant was unsure, the participant could choose a “?” icon. After completing the recognition
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task, the user interface would ask the participant to “Please rate the continuity of the tactile
feedback from 1 to 5:” with the anchors “1 (Not continuous)” and “5 (Very continuous)”. The 80
tactile patterns were randomly presented for each participant to avoid potential effects of
presentation order.
After completing the 80 recognition trials, the participants were given an exit questionnaire
regarding the tactile sleeve display. The questionnaire addressed potential issues relating to
discomfort, device weight, excessive pressure, and slippage. Finally, the questionnaire asked
participants to provide any additional comments.
5.3.7 Participants
We recruited 29 unpaid participants (27 males, 2 females) through university listservs for our
experiment. The age range of the participants was 18 to 41 years old with a mean age of 23.2
years. Only one of the participants was left handed. Hence, most of the participants wore the
tactile sleeve display on his or her non-dominant arm. Two of the participants reported
discomfort on their exit questionnaires, however, these participants had above-average
recognition accuracies, so we did not exclude their results.
5.3.8 Results
Recognition Accuracy
For recognition accuracy, we conducted a three-way (algorithm, amplitude, gesture) repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (ANOVA) at a 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s Test of
Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity was not violated. We did not find a
significant three-way interaction effect for algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on recognition
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accuracy, F(9, 252) = 0.762, p = 0.652. Similarly, we did not find a significant two-way
interaction for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 28) = 1.787, p = 0.192. However, we did find a
significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and gesture, F(9, 252) = 2.257, p = 0.019.
The Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better recognition accuracy than the
Syncopated Energy algorithm for the downward single-finger stroke and “Z” gestures (see
Figure 25). Additionally, the Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better recognition
accuracy for the downward, backward, and repetitive backward-forward whole-hand gestures
(see Figure 26).

Figure 25. Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
single-finger tactile pattern
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Figure 26. Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
whole-hand tactile pattern
We also found a significant two-way interaction effect for amplitude and gesture, F(9, 252) =
3.927, p < 0.001. The higher amplitude of 1.74 G yielded significantly better recognition
accuracy for all single-finger gestures (see Figure 27) and all whole-hand gestures except for the
repetitive pat (see Figure 28).
We also found a significant main effect for algorithm on recognition accuracy, F(1, 28) = 19.297,
p < 0.001. Overall, the Grid Region algorithm (M = 55.3%, SE = 3.0%) afforded significantly
better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm (M = 47.2%, SE = 2.6%). We
also found a significant main effect for amplitude, F(1, 28) = 82.402, p < 0.001. Overall, the
higher amplitude (M = 61.5%, SE = 3.1%) afforded significantly better accuracy than the lower
amplitude (M = 41.0%, SE = 2.7%).
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Figure 27. Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error bars) by amplitude and
single-finger tactile pattern

Figure 28. Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error bars) by amplitude and
whole-hand tactile pattern
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Perceived Continuity

Figure 29. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
amplitude
For perceived continuity, we conducted a three-way (algorithm, amplitude, gesture) repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (ANOVA) at a 95% confidence level. Degrees of freedom were
corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity because Mauchly’s Test of
Sphericity indicated that sphericity had been violated. We did find a significant three-way
interaction effect for algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on continuity ratings, F(6.094, 170.637) =
2.327, p = 0.034. Tukey’s post hoc tests were used to determine which pairs of conditions were
significantly different. At the lower amplitude, the Grid Region and Syncopated Energy
algorithms were not significantly different for any of the tactile patterns. However, the Grid
Region had the higher mean continuity rating for seven of the ten gestures. At the higher
amplitude, the Grid Region algorithm (M = 4.034, SE = 0.213) received significantly higher
continuity ratings than the Syncopated Energy (M = 3.707, SE = 0.214) algorithm for the
repetitive backward-forward whole-hand gesture, but the Syncopated Energy algorithm (M =
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3.448, SE = 0.139) received significantly higher continuity ratings for the “Z” gesture than the
Grid Region algorithm (M = 3.052, SE = 0.143) did. Also at the higher amplitude, the
Syncopated Energy algorithm had the higher mean continuity for six of the ten gestures.
We found a significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and amplitude on perceived
continuity, F(1, 28) = 6.991, p = 0.013. While the Syncopated Energy algorithm received the
lowest continuity ratings at the low amplitude, it received highest continuity ratings at the higher
amplitude, significantly higher than either algorithm at the lower amplitude (see Figure 29).

Figure 30. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by amplitude and
single-finger tactile pattern
We did not find a significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and gesture for perceived
continuity, F(5.349, 149.772) = 0.727, p = 0.614. However, we did find a significant two-way
interaction for amplitude and gesture, F(6.172, 172.816) = 3.494, p = 0.002. For all the singlefinger gestures, the higher amplitude resulted in significantly higher continuity ratings than the
lower amplitude (see Figure 30). Similarly, the higher amplitude resulted in significantly higher
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continuity ratings for the downward, repetitive downward-upward, and repetitive backwardforward whole-hand gestures (see Figure 31).
We did not find a significant main effect for algorithm on perceived continuity, F(1, 28) = 0.075,
p = 0.787. We did find a significant main effect for amplitude, F(1, 28) = 27.811, p < 0.001.
Overall, the higher amplitude (M = 3.432, SE = 0.117) afforded significantly better continuity
than the lower amplitude (M = 3.036, SE = 0.091).

Figure 31. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by amplitude and
whole-hand tactile pattern
5.4

Discussion

5.4.1 Grid Region Affords Better Recognition
Based on our results, we have found that the Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better
recognition of the rendered tactile patterns than our Syncopated Energy algorithm. The Grid
Region algorithm yielded significantly better recognition for two of the five single-finger
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gestures, which disproves our H1a hypothesis. The distinguishing syncopations of the
Syncopated Energy algorithm were not sufficient for recognizing the single-finger gestures. The
Grid Region algorithm also yielded significantly better recognition for three of the five wholehand gestures, which disproves our H1b hypothesis. The large distinguishing motions of the
whole-hand gestures were not sufficiently distinct enough to eliminate the perceptual differences
between the two algorithms.
5.4.2 Better Recognition May Not Matter in VR
While our results indicate that the Grid Region algorithm provides significantly better tactile
pattern recognition than our new Syncopation Energy algorithm, the better recognition may not
matter in visuotactile contexts, such as VR applications. It is important to note that the presented
study only relied on tactile feedback. The participant would instruct the user interface to render a
touch gesture to the tactile sleeve display, and then the participant would select one of the ten
gesture icons that best represented the tactile-only feedback.
However, most VR applications utilize visual feedback, including visuotactile stimuli [23]. For
example, a user would not receive only tactile feedback in a VR application simulating another
avatar touching the user’s avatar. Instead, the user would also see the other avatar’s motions and
any collisions between the avatars.
These common visuotactile contexts are important because visual perception has been
demonstrated to “extinguish” tactile perception [58]. It is well-known that human perception is
dominated by the vision system. Many studies have demonstrated that people fail to report the
presence of auditory stimuli in many audiovisual contexts [61], which is known as the “Colavita”
phenomenon for the original researcher [62]. However, in a series of experiments, Hartcher77

O’Brien et al. [58] have also demonstrated visual dominance over tactile perception. Hence, in
visuotactile contexts, such as VR, the recognition of interactions between avatars and the
surrounding environment is likely more dependent on the visual fidelity of those interactions
than the tactile fidelity. Therefore, it may not matter that the Grid Region algorithm affords
better recognition than the Syncopated Energy algorithm.
5.4.3 Syncopated Energy Affords More Continuity
Given our results, we found that the Syncopated Energy algorithm, at the higher rendered
amplitude, generally afforded the best continuity ratings. At the high amplitude, the Syncopated
Energy algorithm yielded significantly better continuity ratings than either algorithm at the lower
rendered amplitude. Participants also rated the Syncopated Energy “Z” gesture as significantly
more continuous than the Grid Region “Z” gesture. Additionally, the Syncopated Energy
algorithm had the higher mean continuity rating for six of the ten gestures at the higher rendered
amplitude. These results generally support our H3 hypothesis that the smooth motions and
underlying energy model of the Syncopated Energy algorithm would produce more continuous
tactile gestures.
Furthermore, our results indicate that the Syncopated Energy algorithm is likely to produce
significantly more continuous tactile patterns at higher amplitudes. In our study, we found a
significant two-way interaction effect for the rendering algorithm and rendered amplitude on
perceived continuity. In particular, the Syncopated Energy algorithm yielded to worst continuity
ratings at the lower amplitude but the best continuity ratings at the higher amplitude, which
supports our H5b hypothesis that the increased amplitude would significantly improve the
continuity ratings of our Syncopated Energy algorithm, compared to the Grid Region algorithm.
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Additionally, this interaction effect indicates that the Syncopated Energy algorithm may yield
even better ratings, if rendered at an amplitude higher than our study’s 1.74 G maximum.
Preliminary results from a follow-up study (see section 6) support this hypothesized significant
improvement.
5.4.4 More Continuity Likely Matters in VR
In contrast to recognition, perceived continuity is likely more important to the overall fidelity of
a VR application. Kokkinara and Slater [23] found that asynchronous visuotactile stimulations
broke the illusion of body ownership. Bekrater-Bodmann et al. [24] also found that asynchronies
of ±600ms diminished the illusion of body ownership.
Perceived continuity, or how continuous the motion of a tactile pattern is perceived to be, is
closely related to visuotactile synchronies. For example, consider the “Z” gesture from our study,
which the Syncopated Energy algorithm yielded significantly higher continuity ratings for than
the Grid Region algorithm. Assume the tactile pattern is accompanied with the visual stimulus of
another avatar drawing the letter “Z” on the user’s avatar’s upper left arm. With the Syncopated
Energy algorithm, as the tactile motion reaches the midpoint between A0,2 and A1,1, the user
receives new but equal tactile stimuli from both actuators, which theoretically are perceived as a
single phantom actuator located at the midpoint. However, with the Grid Region algorithm, the
user only receives a tactile stimulus from A0,2, which is the same stimulus that the user has been
receiving for the past 600ms (the total duration of the gesture is 3600ms; see section 4.2). Hence,
based on the research of Bekrater-Bodmann et al. [24], the body ownership illusion may be
broken for some users with the Grid Region algorithm.
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5.4.5 Higher Amplitude Is Better Overall
Our results demonstrate that a higher rendered amplitude yields significantly better tactile pattern
recognition and perceived continuity overall. Participants recognized all the single-finger
gestures and all whole-hand gestures, except for the repetitive pat, better with the higher 1.74 G
amplitude than the lower 1.40 G amplitude. These results support our H2 hypothesis that the
higher amplitude would afford significantly better recognition. Similarly, for all the single-finger
gestures and three of the whole-hand gestures, the higher amplitude resulted in significantly
higher continuity ratings than the lower amplitude. These results support our H4 hypothesis that
the higher amplitude would afford significantly greater perceived continuity than the lower
amplitude.
The results of our study raise several new research questions: Is higher amplitude always better?
Are there plateaus to the effectiveness of increasing amplitude to improve recognition and
perceived continuity? Are there maximum thresholds for rendered amplitude, at which
recognition and perceived continuity degrade instead of improving? These are some of the
research questions that we are addressing in a follow-up study.
The answers to these questions could have a major influence on what types of vibrotactile motors
should be used to create new VR tactile displays. For example, we used C10-100 LRAs in our
study, which are similar to the vibration motors found in many smartphones. However, perhaps
higher-amplitude motors, such as the C-2 tactor (e.g., [8]) should be used to create VR tactile
displays.
Finally, we did not find any significant interactions between the vibrotactile rendering algorithms
and the rendered amplitude on recognition accuracy. This disproves our H5a hypothesis that
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increase amplitude would significantly improve the recognition of our Syncopated Energy
algorithm more than the Grid Region algorithm.
5.5

Conclusion

In this research, we have presented the Syncopated Energy algorithm, a novel vibrotactile
rendering approach for producing real-time tactile interactions suitable for VR applications. The
Syncopated Energy algorithm employs syncopations in its rendered amplitude to create artificial
perceptual anchors and an energy model to simultaneously produce smooth tactile sensations.
To evaluate the efficacy of our new algorithm, we conducted a study comparing the recognition
accuracy and perceived continuity of the Syncopated Energy algorithm to a traditional Grid
Region algorithm for ten tactile patterns representing potential real-time interactions between VR
avatars. The results of our study indicate that the Grid Region algorithm affords significantly
better recognition than our new Syncopated Energy algorithm. However, the Syncopated Energy
algorithm was generally perceived to produce more-continuous tactile motions. We have
discussed how continuity is likely more important than recognition in visuotactile contexts, such
as VR. Another major result of our study was that tactile patterns are better recognized and
perceived to be more continuous at a higher rendered amplitude. Additionally, we found a
significant interaction between the amplitude and the rendering algorithms for perceived
continuity.
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CHAPTER 6
COMPARISON OF GRID REGION AND SYNCOPATED ENERGY ALGORITHMS AT
HIGHER AMPLITUDES
6.1

Introduction

The sense of touch is an important perceptual function that provides vital information about the
environment for virtual reality (VR) systems. Two key aspects of vibrotactile stimuli are the
frequency and amplitude of the vibrations generated. Both are known to directly affect the
perceived intensity of vibrations [26]. Hwang et al. [28] have found frequency to have a
significant effect on the perceived intensity of vibrotactile stimuli in a mobile device and
increasing amplitude significantly increases the perceived intensity of the vibrotactile stimuli.
Similarly, increasing amplitude has been shown to improve localization for mechanicaldisplacement tactile stimuli [29].
In our previous comparison of Grid Region and Syncopated Energy algorithms for rendering
real-time tactile interactions research, we found that higher amplitude can afford significantly
better recognition and significantly greater perceived continuity than the lower amplitude for
both tactile rendering algorithms. However, there were still several research questions we need to
answer: Is higher amplitude always better? Are there maximum thresholds for rendered
amplitude, at which recognition and perceived continuity degrade instead of improving? These
are the research questions that we are addressing in this research.
In this work, we discuss the improved method for rendering area contact tactile touch sensations
for our Syncopated Energy algorithm. To evaluate the effect of increasing tactile display
amplitude, we conducted two user studies similar to our previous study to compare the
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recognition accuracy and perceived continuity of our Syncopated Energy algorithm and the Grid
Region algorithm under three high level of rendered amplitude.
To facilitate our investigation, we designed an arm-based tactile display consisting of a 3-by-3
grid of C3-tactor linear resonant actuators. The device supported high level of amplitudes
compared to our previous research. In our first study, we conducted user study at 225Hz 1.74G
and 2.35G amplitude. In our second study, we investigated tactile display at 250Hz 1.74G and
3.30G amplitude.
The results of this study indicate that even at much higher displayed amplitudes, the Syncopated
Energy algorithm afforded significantly greater perceived continuity than the Grid Region
algorithm. Furthermore, our results demonstrate that increased amplitude improves both
recognition accuracy and perceived continuity overall.
6.2

Improved Syncopated Energy Algorithms for Rendering Area Touch Contacts

In our research we compared the same Syncopated Energy and Grid Region tactile rendering
algorithms as our previous research. However, we improved method for rendering area touch
contacts for our Syncopated Energy algorithm. The area touch contacts were used to simulate
whole-hand touch gestures.
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Figure 32. The actuation points 𝑷𝟎 to 𝑷𝟓 for our Syncopated algorithm generating area contact
gesture
For the whole-handed gestures, we use a rectangle that the boundaries of the width perpendicular
to the motion coincide with the display’s grid lines and match the width of the grid (Figure 32).
The algorithm like running six intersection points P0 to P5 independently. To address the
conflicts of produce different amplitude level for six points by real motors, we used the
maximum amplitude for real motors if they fall inside the contact area. For the Syncopated
algorithm in area contact motions, the syncopation occurred when the front line of the contact
area is moving pass through a grid line, and only the points that form the front line take the
syncopation.
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6.3

Experiment I

To assess the effects of increased amplitude for the Syncopated Energy and Grid Region
algorithm, we investigated the recognition accuracy and perceived continuity at 225Hz 1.74G
and 2.35G amplitude for ten tactile patterns. Because we want to compare the results with our
previous study, we designed the user study so that the current low amplitude is similar to
previous high amplitude. As the mechanical characteristics of C3-tactor and C10-100 motor are
different, so the frequencies for generating the tactile sensation are different for two studies.
6.3.1 Tactile Pattern Recognition Task
For our experiment, we used a tactile pattern recognition task similar to prior tactile studies (e.g.,
[1, 9, 22, 29, 30]). For each task trial, a spatiotemporal tactile pattern was rendered to a tactile
sleeve display worn on the participant’s upper left arm. We selected a total of ten spatiotemporal
tactile patterns for the experiment from previous studies (i.e., [1, 9, 33]). Each pattern
corresponded to a touch gesture that we considered feasible for real-time interactions between
user avatars within a VR system.
We selected six single-finger touch gestures: a) a downward stroke from the shoulder to the
elbow, b) a stroke drawing a circle on the upper arm, c) a stroke drawing the letter “Z”, d) two
strokes drawing the letter “X”, and e) two strokes drawing the symbol “+”, f) two stroke drawing
the letter “A”. Figure 33 depicts how each of these single-finger touch gestures were rendered
differently by the Grid Region and Syncopated Energy algorithms. However, both algorithms
rendered the gestures within the same period: a) 1600ms, b) 4800ms, c) 3600ms, d) 3000ms,
e)3000ms and f) 4250ms, relatively.
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Figure 33. The single-finger touch gestures rendered in our experiment by the Grid Region and
Syncopated Energy algorithms. Resonating lines indicate actuators that will be activated at some
point during the gesture. The color saturation of each actuator represents its relative amplitude
for the given touch point PT along the gesture path. Small white circles, usually centered over
actuators, represent syncopation points. (a) The downward single-finger gesture. (b) The circle
gesture. (c) The “Z” gesture
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Figure 33. Cont. (d) The “X” gesture. (e) The “+” gesture. (f) The “A” gesture
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Figure 34. The whole-hand touch gestures rendered in our experiment by the Grid Region and
Syncopated Energy algorithms. Resonating lines indicate actuators that will be activated at some
point during the gesture. The color saturation of each actuator represents its relative amplitude
for the closest given touch point PT. Small white circles, usually centered over actuators,
represent syncopation points. (a) The downward whole-hand gesture. (b) The repetitive
downward-upward gesture. (c) The backward hand gesture. (d) The repetitive backward-forward
hand gesture
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We also selected four whole-hand touch gestures: a) a downward stroke from the shoulder to the
elbow, b) a repetitive stroking between the shoulder and elbow, c) a backward stroke across the
middle of the upper arm, and d) a repetitive stroking across the middle between front and back.
Figure 34 depicts how each of these whole-hand touch gestures were rendered differently by the
two algorithms. However, again, both algorithms rendered the gestures within the same period:
a) 1600ms, b) 4800ms, c) 1600ms, and d) 4800ms, respectively.
6.3.2 Vibrotactile Sleeve Displays

Figure 35. One of the vibrotactile sleeve displays used in our experiment. Small, medium, and
large versions were created to accommodate users with different-sized arms
To render our tactile patterns at much higher displayed amplitudes, we developed new arm-based
vibrotactile sleeve displays consisted of a 3-by-3 grid of C3-tactor actuators instead of two
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stacked C10-100 LRAs (see Figure 35). The other characteristics and controlling components of
the new display are similar to our previous tactile sleeve display.
We used C3-tactor to investigate higher amplitudes for our experiment. At 225Hz, our
controlling component could drive the C3-tactor to produce a maximum amplitude of 2.35 G.
Using an accelerometer and the vibration measurement method described by Precision
Microdrives [40], we could also adjust the controlling component to drive the C3-tactor to
produce the amplitude of 1.74 G. We chose to investigate this amplitude to represent using two
stacked C10-100 LRAs instead of C3-tactor.
6.3.3 Independent and Dependent Variables
For our experiment, we had three independent variables: the real-time tactile rendering algorithm
(Grid Region or Syncopated Energy), the rendered amplitude (low 1.74 G or moderately high
2.35 G), and the vibrotactile pattern rendered (one of the six single-finger or four whole-hand
touch gestures). We varied all these independent variables with subject. We also used two trials
for each condition. Hence, each participant evaluated a total of 80 vibrotactile patterns (2
algorithms x 2 amplitudes x 10 gestures x 2 trials).
For our experiment, we had two dependent variables: the tactile pattern recognition accuracy and
a continuity rating. Recognition accuracy was calculated as the percentage of the correctly
recognized patterns compared to the total evaluated patterns, similar to Yanagida et al. [1].
Continuity ratings were collected for each evaluated pattern, similar to the subjective measures
used by Israr and Poupyrev [6]. For each pattern, participants had to rate the perceived continuity
of the pattern from “1 (Not continuous)” to “5 (Very continuous)”.
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6.3.4 Research Questions and Hypotheses
For our experiment, we had five research questions.
Q1. Which real-time rendering algorithm affords the greater recognition accuracy?
H1. Given the results of previous study (Chapter 5), we hypothesized that the Grid Region
algorithm would yield better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm at both
low and moderately high rendered amplitude.
Q2. Which rendered amplitude affords the greater recognition accuracy?
H2. Given the results of previous study (Chapter 5), we hypothesized that the moderately high
amplitude of 2.35G would afford significantly better recognition accuracies than the lower 1.74
G amplitude, for both single-finger and whole-hand tactile gestures.
Q3. Which real-time rendering algorithm produces tactile gestures with the greater
perceived continuity?
H3. Given the results of previous study (Chapter 5), we hypothesized that our Syncopated
Energy algorithm would produce the more continuous tactile gestures due to its smooth motions
and underlying energy model.
Q4. Which rendered amplitude produces tactile gestures with the greater perceived
continuity?
H4. Given the results of previous study (Chapter 5), we hypothesized that the higher amplitude
of 2.35G would afford significantly greater perceived continuity than the lower amplitude.
Q5. Are there significant interaction effects between the real-time rendering algorithms
and their rendered amplitude?
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H5a. No, given the results of our previous study (Chapter 5), we hypothesized that the increased
amplitude would have similar impact on the recognition accuracy of the Syncopated Energy
algorithm and the accuracy of the Grid Region algorithm. H5b. Additionally, we hypothesized
that the increased amplitude would significantly improve the continuity ratings of our
Syncopated Energy algorithm more than the ratings of the Grid Region algorithm.
6.3.5 Procedure
The following procedure was approved by The University of Texas at Dallas Institutional
Review Board (IRB).
After giving informed consent, participants were given a background survey to collect general
demographic information (e.g., gender, dominant hand, arm size, etc.). Each participant was then
presented with a graphical user interface that displayed a video and an icon for each of the ten
touch gestures, to train the participant on what touch gesture each tactile pattern icon represented
(see Figure 36). The participant was then presented with a second user interface that played the
ten touch gesture videos in a random order, and for each video, the participant had to select
which of the ten icons represented that video. An incorrect response would result in the video
being played again at the end of the queue until the participant had chosen the correct icon for
each gesture video.
After being trained and tested on understanding what touch gesture each tactile pattern icon
represented, each participant was provided the tactile sleeve display that best matched their arm
size measured during the background survey. At this time, the experimenter would verify that the
center column of actuators (AX,1) was aligned with the center of the exterior of the left upper arm
to ensure proper placement. Note, we chose the left arm, as opposed to the non-dominant or
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dominant arm, to avoid ambiguities between the tactile pattern icons and the rendered
vibrotactile patterns. Additionally, we chose the left arm over the right to allow easier control of
the mouse for most participants, as most users are right handed.

Figure 36. The graphical user interface used to train participants on what touch gesture each icon
represented. A video would be played for each icon. Participants could choose to replay the
video if desired
With the tactile sleeve display properly donned, the participant was then presented with another
graphical user interface for the tactile pattern recognition task (see Figure 37). For each trial, the
participant could have the vibrotactile pattern rendered to the sleeve display one time by pressing
the “Play Gesture” icon. Each pattern could only be played once. Once played, the participant
would choose which of the ten icons best represented the perceived vibrotactile pattern. If the
participant was unsure, the participant could choose a “?” icon. After completing the recognition
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task, the user interface would ask the participant to “Please rate the continuity of the tactile
feedback from 1 to 5:” with the anchors “1 (Not continuous)” and “5 (Very continuous)”. The 80
tactile patterns were randomly presented for each participant to avoid potential effects of
presentation order.

Figure 37. The graphical user interface used for the tactile pattern recognition task. After
pressing the “Play Gesture” icon to render the tactile pattern, the participant would then choose
one of the ten gesture icons that best represented the perceived touch gesture
After completing the 80 recognition trials, the participants were given an exit questionnaire
regarding the tactile sleeve display. The questionnaire addressed potential issues relating to
discomfort, device weight, excessive pressure, and slippage. Finally, the questionnaire asked
participants to provide any additional comments.
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6.3.6 Participants
We recruited 30 unpaid participants (23 males, 7 females) through university listservs for our
experiment. The age range of the participants was 18 to 60 years old with a mean age of 21.9
years. All of the participants were right handed. Hence, all of the participants wore the tactile
sleeve on his or her non-dominant arm. Five of the participants reported discomfort on their exit
questionnaires, however, these participants had above-average recognition accuracies, so we did
not exclude their results.
6.3.7 Results
Recognition Accuracy
For recognition accuracy, we conducted a three-way (algorithm, amplitude, gesture) repeatedmeasures analysis of variance (ANOVA) at a 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s Test of
Sphericity indicated that the assumption of sphericity was not violated. We did not find a
significant three-way interaction effect for algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on recognition
accuracy, F(9, 261) = 1.323, p = 0.225. Similarly, we did not find a significant two-way
interaction for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 29) = 0.931, p = 0.343. We also did not find a
significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and gesture, F(9, 261) = 1.109, p = 0.356,
unlike the previous study comparing the Grid Region and Syncopated Energy algorithms. We
also did not find a significant two-way interaction effect for amplitude and gesture, F(9, 261) =
1.198, p = 0.297.
We did find a significant main effect for algorithm on recognition accuracy, F(1, 29) = 32.826, p
< 0.001. Overall, the Grid Region algorithm (M = 81.1%, SE = 2.7%) afforded significantly
better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm (M = 73.3%, SE = 2.8%). We
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also found a significant main effect for amplitude, F(1, 29) = 11.903, p = 0.002. Overall, the
moderately high amplitude (M = 80.8%, SE = 2.4%) afforded significantly better accuracy than
the moderately low amplitude (M = 73.6%, SE = 3.3%).
Perceived Continuity
For perceived continuity, we conducted a three-way (algorithm, amplitude, gesture) repeatedmeasures ANOVA at a 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that the
assumption of sphericity was not violated. We did not find a significant three-way interaction
effect for algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on continuity ratings, F(9, 261) = 0.754, p = 0.659.
We did find a significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 29) =
6.999, p = 0.013. Tukey’s post hoc tests were used to determine which pairs of conditions were
significantly different. The Syncopated Energy algorithm received higher continuity ratings than
the Grid Region algorithm for both amplitude conditions. However, the interaction effect is due
to the Grid Region’s perceived continuity slightly improving in the moderately high amplitude
condition while the Syncopated Energy algorithm received lower continuity ratings at the higher
amplitude (see Figure 38).
We did not find a significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and gesture for perceived
continuity, F(9, 261) = 1.268, p = 0.254. However, we did find a significant interaction effect for
amplitude and gesture, F(9, 261) = 2.660, p = 0.006. For the circle gesture, the moderately high
amplitude of 2.35G resulted in less perceived continuity than the moderately low amplitude of
1.74G (see Figure 39). For all other single-finger gestures and all whole-hand gestures, there
were no significant differences between the two amplitudes for perceived continuity.
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Figure 38. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
amplitude

Figure 39. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by amplitude and
single-finger tactile pattern
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Cross-Study Recognition Accuracy

Figure 40. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by amplitude and
single-finger tactile pattern

Figure 41. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by amplitude and
whole-hand tactile pattern
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To determine the effects of frequency on recognition accuracy, independent of amplitude, we
conducted a three-way (algorithm, frequency, gesture) ANOVA at a 95% confidence level, using
the same-amplitude data from our previous study and this study. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity
indicated that the assumption of sphericity was not violated. We did not find a significant threeway interaction effect for algorithm, frequency, and gesture, though there was a trend, F(8, 224)
= 1.923, p = 0.058. We did not find a significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and
frequency, F(1, 28) = 0.009, p = 0.925. We also did not find a significant two-way interaction
effect for algorithm and gesture, F(8, 224) = 0.765, p = 0.634. However, we found a significant
two-way interaction effect for frequency and gesture, F(8, 224) = 4.741, p < 0.001. The higher
225Hz frequency of the C3-tactor afforded significantly better recognition accuracy than the
lower 175Hz frequency of the C10-100 motors for all single-finger tactile patterns, except for the
circle gesture (see Figure 40). Additionally, the 225Hz frequency afforded significantly better
recognition accuracy for the repetitive downward-upward gesture (see Figure 41).
We again found a significant main effect for algorithm on the cross-study recognition accuracy,
F(1, 28) = 10.790, p = 0.003. Again, the Grid Region algorithm (M = 70.0%, SE = 2.1%)
afforded significantly better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm (M =
63.7%, SE = 2.2%).
Cross-Study Perceived Continuity
To determine the effects of frequency on perceived continuity, we conducted a three-way
(algorithm, frequency, gesture) ANOVA at a 95% confidence level, using the same-amplitude
data from our previous study and this study. Degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity because Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that
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sphericity had been violated. We did find a significant three-way interaction effect for algorithm,
frequency, and gesture on continuity ratings, F(5.960, 166.868) = 2.376, p = 0.032. Tukey’s post
hoc tests were used to identify 11 pairs of conditions that were significantly different for specific
gestures. Six of the pairs differed in algorithm only. At 225Hz, the Syncopated Energy algorithm
yielded significantly higher continuity ratings for the “Z” gesture, the repetitive downwardupward gesture, the backward hand gesture, the repetitive backward-forward hand gesture. It
also yielded significantly more continuity for the “Z” gesture at 175Hz. The Grid Region
algorithm yielded significantly better continuity for only the repetitive backward-forward hand
gesture at 175Hz.
Two of the 11 pairs differed in frequency only. The lower frequency of 175Hz yielded
significantly better continuity ratings for the Grid Region algorithm for the circle and repetitive
backward-forward hand gestures. Three of the 11 pairs differed in both algorithm and frequency.
The Syncopated Energy algorithm received significantly better continuity scores for the “Z”
gesture at 225Hz than the Grid Region algorithm at 175Hz and for the “X” and cross gestures at
175Hz than the Grid Region at 225Hz.
6.4

Experiment II

To assess the effects of increased amplitude at highest level that we could produce and measure,
we investigated the recognition accuracy and perceived continuity at 250Hz 1.74G and 3.3G
amplitude for ten tactile patterns. As the highest amplitude need a higher frequency at 250Hz for
the C3-tactor, thus the frequency for generating the tactile sensation is different from the
Experiment I.
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6.4.1 Tactile Pattern Recognition Task
This part is the same as Experiment I.
6.4.2 Vibrotactile Sleeve Displays
We use the same tactile sleeve display as Experiment I.
The difference for this experiment is that we used a higher 250Hz frequency to drive the C3tactor for the highest amplitude that our measurement device could handle. At 250Hz, the C3tactor can produce a maximum amplitude of 3.3 G. By controlling the intensity signal sent to the
C3-tactor, we could also produce the amplitude of 1.74 G to represent using two stacked C10100 LRAs.
6.4.3 Independent and Dependent Variables
For our experiment, we had three independent variables: the real-time tactile rendering algorithm
(Grid Region or Syncopated Energy), the rendered amplitude (low 1.74 G or highest 3.3 G), and
the vibrotactile pattern rendered (one of the six single-finger or four whole-hand touch gestures).
We varied all these independent variables with subject. We also used two trials for each
condition. Hence, each participant evaluated a total of 80 vibrotactile patterns (2 algorithms x 2
amplitudes x 10 gestures x 2 trials).
For our experiment, we had two dependent variables: the tactile pattern recognition accuracy and
a continuity rating. Recognition accuracy was calculated as the percentage of the correctly
recognized patterns compared to the total evaluated patterns. Continuity ratings were collected
for each evaluated pattern. For each pattern, participants had to rate the perceived continuity of
the pattern from “1 (Not continuous)” to “5 (Very continuous)”.
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6.4.4 Research Questions and Hypotheses
For our experiment, we had five research questions.
Q1. Which real-time rendering algorithm affords the greater recognition accuracy?
H1. Given the results of the Experiment I, we hypothesized that the Grid Region algorithm
would yield better recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm at both low and
the highest rendered amplitude.
Q2. Which rendered amplitude affords the greater recognition accuracy?
H2. Given the results of the Experiment I, we hypothesized that the highest amplitude of 3.3G
would afford significantly better recognition accuracies than the lower 1.74 G amplitude, for
both single-finger and whole-hand tactile gestures.
Q3. Which real-time rendering algorithm produces tactile gestures with the greater
perceived continuity?
H3. Given the results of the Experiment I, we hypothesized that our Syncopated Energy
algorithm would produce the more continuous tactile gestures due to its smooth motions and
underlying energy model.
Q4. Which rendered amplitude produces tactile gestures with the greater perceived
continuity?
H4. Given the results of the Experiment I, we hypothesized that the highest amplitude of 3.3G
would afford less perceived continuity than the lower amplitude.
Q5. Are there significant interaction effects between the real-time rendering algorithms
and their rendered amplitude?
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H5a. No, given the results of the Experiment I, we hypothesized that the increased amplitude
would have similar impact on the recognition accuracy of the Syncopated Energy algorithm and
the accuracy of the Grid Region algorithm. H5b. Additionally, given the results of the
Experiment I, we hypothesized that the increased amplitude would decrease the continuity
ratings of our Syncopated Energy algorithm more than the ratings of the Grid Region algorithm.
6.4.5 Procedure
The procedure for this experiment is the same as Experiment I
6.4.6 Participants
We recruited 29 unpaid participants (19 males, 10 females) through university listservs for our
experiment. The age range of the participants was 18 to 43 years old with a mean age of 23.3
years. All of the participants were right handed except for two males. Hence, most of the
participants wore the tactile sleeve on his or her non-dominant arm. Five of the participants
reported discomfort on their exit questionnaires. Four of these participants had above-average
recognition accuracies, so we did not exclude their results. However, the fifth participant
reporting discomfort (a male) had one of the lowest recognition accuracies. Hence, we excluded
his data from our analyses, leaving us with 28 participant datasets (18 males, 10 females).
6.4.7 Results
Recognition Accuracy
For recognition accuracy, we conducted a three-way (algorithm, amplitude, gesture) repeatedmeasures ANOVA at a 95% confidence level. Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that the
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assumption of sphericity was not violated. We did not find a significant three-way interaction
effect for algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on recognition accuracy, F(9, 243) = 0.295, p =
0.976. We did find a significant two-way interaction for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 27) =
9.516, p < 0.005. At 3.30G, the Grid Region algorithm was significantly better than both
versions of the Syncopated Energy algorithm, but not itself at 1.74G (see Figure 42). At 1.74G,
the Syncopated Energy algorithm was significantly worse than all the other conditions.

Figure 42. Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
amplitude
We also found a significant two-way interaction for algorithm and gesture, F(9, 243) = 2.143, p
= 0.027. The Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better recognition accuracy than the
Syncopated Energy algorithm for the downward single-finger stroke, “Z”, “X”, and “A” gestures
(see Figure 43). For the whole-hand tactile patterns, the Grid Region algorithm was significantly
better in terms of recognition for only the repetitive downward-upward gesture (see Figure 44).
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We did not find a significant two-way interaction for amplitude and gesture, F(9, 243) = 1.446, p
= 0.169.

Figure 43. Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
single-finger tactile pattern

Figure 44. Mean percentage of accurate recognitions (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
whole-hand tactile pattern
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Perceived Continuity
For perceived continuity, we conducted a three-way (algorithm, amplitude, gesture) repeatedmeasures ANOVA at a 95% confidence level. Degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity because Mauchly’s Test of Sphericity indicated that
sphericity had been violated. We did not find a significant three-way interaction effect for
algorithm, amplitude, and gesture on continuity ratings, F(6.078, 164.107) = 1.714, p = 0.120.
We did find a significant two-way interaction effect for algorithm and amplitude, F(1, 27) =
4.537, p = 0.042. The Syncopated Energy algorithm received significantly higher continuity
ratings than the Grid Region algorithm at 1.74G amplitude but not the highest amplitude of
3.30G (see Figure 45).

Figure 45. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
amplitude
We also found a significant two-way interaction for algorithm and gesture, F(6.316, 170.537) =
4.446, p < 0.001. The Syncopated Energy algorithm yielded significantly more perceived
continuity than the Grid Region algorithm for the single-finger circle and “Z” gestures (see
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Figure 46). It also yielded significantly more continuity for all the whole-hand tactile patterns
(see Figure 47). We did not find a significant two-way interaction for amplitude and gesture,
F(5.878, 158.710) = 1.154, p = 0.334.

Figure 46. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
single-finger tactile pattern

Figure 47. Mean continuity rating on a 5-point scale (with standard error bars) by algorithm and
whole-hand tactile pattern
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6.5

Discussion

6.5.1 Grid Region Affords Better Recognition
Based on our results, we have found that the Grid Region algorithm afforded significantly better
recognition of the rendered tactile patterns than our Syncopated Energy algorithm. The Grid
Region algorithm yielded significantly better recognition at all amplitude conditions, which
proves our Experiment I and Experiment II H1 hypothesis.
6.5.2 Syncopated Energy Affords More Continuity
Given our results, we found that the Syncopated Energy algorithm, at 1.74G, 2.35G, 3.30G
rendered amplitudes, generally afforded better continuity ratings than the Grid Region algorithm.
This proves our Experiment I and Experiment II H3 hypothesis.
6.5.3 Higher Amplitude Affords Better Recognition
Our results demonstrate that higher rendered amplitudes yield significantly better tactile pattern
recognition than lower 1.74G amplitude. These results support our Experiment I and Experiment
II H2 hypothesis that the higher amplitudes would afford significantly better recognition.
Furthermore, our results indicate that the Syncopated Energy algorithm can yield significantly
increase in tactile pattern recognition at the highest 3.30G amplitude compared to the 1.70G low
amplitude. In contrast, the increase in tactile pattern recognition for Grid Region algorithm is
much lower than the Syncopated Energy algorithm. This disproves our Experiment II H5a
hypothesis.
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6.5.4 Higher Amplitude Decrease Perceived Continuity
Our results indicate that higher rendered amplitudes significantly decrease the perceived
continuity for the Syncopated Energy algorithm at 2.35G moderately high amplitude and both
algorithm at 3.30G highest amplitude. These results disprove our Experiment I H4 hypothesis
but prove our Experiment II H4 hypothesis. At much higher amplitudes, the perceived continuity
for tactile patterns can decrease eventually.
Additionally, the interaction effect of the Grid Region algorithm’s perceived continuity slightly
improving in the 2.35G moderately high amplitude condition while the Syncopated Energy
algorithm received lower continuity ratings at the moderately high amplitude disproves our
Experiment I H5b hypothesis.
6.5.5 Higher Frequency Affords Better Recognition
Based on our cross-study results, we have found that the 225Hz frequency afforded significantly
better recognition of the rendered tactile patterns than 175Hz frequency of our prior study. The
225Hz frequency yielded significantly better recognition for four of the five single-finger
gestures and one of the four whole hand gestures.
6.6

Conclusion

In this research, we investigated the recognition accuracy and perceived continuity of the
Syncopated Energy algorithm and the traditional Grid Region algorithm at two higher level of
amplitude. To evaluate the effects of intensive level of amplitudes, we conducted two study
comparing the recognition accuracy and perceived continuity of the Syncopated Energy
algorithm to the traditional Grid Region algorithm for ten tactile patterns representing potential
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real-time interactions between VR avatars. The results of our study indicate that the Grid Region
algorithm affords significantly better recognition than our Syncopated Energy algorithm at every
amplitude level. However, the Syncopated Energy algorithm was generally perceived to produce
more-continuous tactile motions. Another major result of our study was that though tactile
patterns are better recognized at higher rendered amplitudes, intensive level of amplitudes can
decrease the perceived continuity for both tactile rendering algorithms. Additionally, we found
that the increase in frequency may yield better recognition for recognition of tactile patterns.
.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

7.1

Conclusions

This dissertation outlined how certain characteristics of vibrotactile display design, such as
spacing, resolution, and amplitude, can affect the performance of a vibrotactile display device
and the experiences of its users. Several tactile rendering algorithms were developed to improve
the quality and fidelity of tactile feedback produced by vibrotactile displays for immersive VR
applications.
In a first study concerning tactile resolution, the Tactile Brush algorithm was extended to
overcome the limitations of previous studies related to phantom tactile sensations and apparent
tactile motion for vibrotactile display. The extended Tactile Brush algorithm was able to simulate
a larger area of contact for tactile touch patterns than the original algorithm, and was capable of
supporting both single-finger tactile patterns and whole-hand tactile patterns involving multiple
points of contact, such as a whole-hand pat on the arm. The study also assessed how tactile
display resolution affected users’ preferences, accuracy ratings, and acceptability ratings for 10
tactile patterns simulating social touch. The results indicated that the extended Tactile Brush
algorithm produces accurate whole-hand tactile patterns, while higher displayed tactile
resolutions tend to produce more acceptable tactile patterns than lower resolutions. The design of
the tactile sleeve display used in this study enabled small actuators to be used effectively to
display tactile patterns on small body regions.
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In the second study, tactile-rendering algorithms for real-time interactive VR systems were
compared. One of these algorithms was the Syncopated Energy algorithm developed for this
project, which creates artificial perceptual anchors through the use of syncopation in its rendered
amplitude and produces smooth tactile sensations in a real-time interactive manner suitable for
VR applications through the use of an Energy Model. The study evaluated the efficacy of this
new algorithm by comparing its recognition accuracy and perceived continuity with those of a
traditional Grid Region algorithm. The Syncopated Energy algorithm was generally perceived to
produce more continuous tactile motions. Another major result of the study was that tactile
patterns were more easily recognized and perceived to be more continuous at higher rendered
amplitudes.
Reconsideration of prior research on how the interaction between amplitude and the rendering
algorithms affect perceived continuity motivated a third study. In this study, a high-amplitude
tactile sleeve display consisting of professional-grade C3-tactors was developed to determine
whether higher amplitudes always produce greater recognition accuracy and improved
continuity, whether the benefits of increased amplitude plateau at a particular level, or whether
rendering at very high amplitudes has any negative consequences. The results of using the highamplitude tactile sleeve display indicated that, even at very high amplitudes, recognition
accuracy for both the Syncopated Energy algorithm and Grid Region algorithm improved
significantly at higher amplitudes, however, the perceived continuity was decreased significantly
at intensive level of amplitudes.
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7.2

Design Guidelines

The studies presented in this dissertation make significant contributions to knowledge of best
practices for vibrotactile display designs in VR system. The several iterations of design that the
project carried out and the user studies it conducted have led to the formulation of several design
guidelines that can be applied in designs of various settings, including displayed resolution, form
factor, actuator placement, tactile rendering algorithm preference, and the related settings of
amplitude, recognition accuracy, and perceived continuity.
1. Grid-based vibrotactile tactile displays with greater tactile resolutions should be used.
The Tactile Brush algorithm can employ the apparent motion and the Syncopated Energy
algorithm can utilize the Energy Model to generate continuous motion between two vibrotactile
actuators. The combination of the Tactile Brush algorithm and the Syncopated Energy algorithm
is thus able to generate perceived continuous movement using low-resolution (fidelity) tactile
displays. However, the results of this project’s tactile resolution study indicate that higher tactile
display resolution is strongly preferred for most tactile touch gestures. This implies that gridbased vibrotactile displays, particularly those consisting of LRA motors, should aim to achieve
tactile display resolutions of at least one actuator per 12 cm2.
The design of the tactile sleeve displays developed in this project enabled low-amplitude
actuators to be used on tactile displays with the Tactile Brush algorithm. Using low-cost and
small form factor LRAs the limitations for designing higher resolution tactile display were
lessened.
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2. Grid-based vibrotactile tactile displays with greater tactile amplitudes should be used.
The results of the project’s comparison of the Grid Region algorithm and the Syncopated Energy
algorithm indicate that higher vibrotactile amplitudes improve recognition accuracy for all tactile
algorithms used in the project’s three studies. Meanwhile, for the study that at moderate
amplitude level, the perceived continuity also improved when amplitude was increased.
It is therefore recommended that future vibrotactile display designs employ greater tactile
amplitudes if costs and form factor requirements permit it.
However, at intensive level of amplitudes, higher amplitudes produced negative effects on
perceived continuity. So, for applications that continuity of touch gestures is the most important
requirement, intensive level of amplitudes should be avoided.
3. Use the Tactile Brush algorithm for non-real-time tactile applications.
The studies presented in this dissertation have revealed limitations in the use of both the Grid
Region algorithm and the Syncopated Energy algorithm; both algorithms are best used for
applications that require real-time user interactions. Comparison of real-time tactile-rendering
algorithms demonstrated that the Grid Region algorithm has low perceived continuity and the
Syncopated Energy algorithm has low recognition accuracy, all other conditions being equal. For
non-real-time tactile applications, the Tactile Brush algorithm and the extended Tactile Brush
algorithm developed for this project present superior alternatives.
4. Use the Grid Region algorithm for real-time tactile applications when the recognition of
touch gestures is the most important requirement.
In comparisons of real-time tactile rendering algorithms, including the Grid Region algorithm
and the Syncopated Energy algorithm, under moderate and high amplitude, the Grid Region
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algorithm provided greater recognition accuracy than the Syncopated Energy algorithm. Even at
very low vibration amplitude, the Grid Region algorithm provides acceptable recognition
accuracy. It is therefore recommended for applications requiring more accurate recognition of
touch gestures.
5. Use the Syncopated Energy algorithm for real-time tactile applications when the
continuity of touch gestures is the most important requirement.
In the comparisons of real-time tactile rendering algorithms mentioned in the guideline above,
although the Grid Region algorithm provided greater recognition accuracy, its perceived
continuity was low at all levels of vibration amplitudes. Given its greater perceived continuity,
the Syncopated Energy algorithm is recommended for applications requiring greater continuity.
6. Use the Syncopated Energy algorithm for most VR applications.
Based on the best practice principles for VR tactile design and the results of this project’s
investigations, as VR applications usually require visual stimuli to coexist with the tactile stimuli
of touch gestures, the use of the Syncopated Energy algorithm should be suitable for most VR
applications. The algorithm provides high perceived continuity, and the shortcomings of its
recognition accuracy could be compensated for by employing visual stimuli [38] in VR
applications. Using the Syncopated Energy algorithm in this way can improve the realism of VR
applications.
7.3

Research Contributions

This research project has made contributions in the following four main categories.
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1. Tactile Sleeve Displays for VR System
⚫

A small form factor, light-weight, and low-cost tactile sleeve was developed capable of
rendering social touch gestures on a user’s upper arm.

⚫

A small form factor tactile sleeve with professional-grade LRA actuators was developed
capable of supporting other, more sophisticated uses.

2. New Tactile Rendering Algorithms
⚫

The Tactile Brush algorithm was extended to support rendering whole-hand touch
gestures with the above-mentioned tactile sleeve displays.

⚫

Proposed an Energy algorithm that uses the energy model to generate smooth tactile
motion sensations between vibrotactile actuators.

⚫

A Syncopated Energy algorithm was developed capable of rendering continuous tactile
motion on low-resolution vibrotactile displays for real-time applications.

3. Effects of Real-Time Tactile Algorithms
⚫

This project has determined that the Grid Region algorithm provides greater recognition
accuracy than the syncopated energy algorithm.

⚫

This project has established that the Syncopated Energy algorithm provides greater
continuity than the grid region algorithm.

4. Interaction Effects Between the Rendering Algorithms and Display Characteristics
⚫

The project has demonstrated that higher displayed tactile resolutions produce more
acceptable tactile feedback than lower resolutions.

⚫

The project has determined that small actuators can be effectively used to display tactile
patterns on small body regions.
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⚫

The project has provided evidence that higher amplitudes are better for tactile
recognition than lower amplitudes.

⚫

The project has established that moderately higher amplitudes can improve perceived
continuity for tactile motions, however, when at intensive level of amplitudes, the
perceived continuity was significantly decreased.
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